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Scope of articles 
Authors are encouraged to submit arti c les for publication in Cal'e and Karst 
Science - the Transactions of the British Cal'e Research Association under 
fou r broad head ings,.. . 

Papers: Scientific papers, normally up to 6,000 words, on any aspect of karst 
or speleological sc ience, including archaeology. biology, chemistry, 
conservation, geo logy. geomorphology, history, hydrology and physics, 
Manuscript papcrs should be of a high standard, and wi ll be subject to peer 
review by two referees. 

Reports: Shorter contributions, nonnally 500- 3,000 words, on aspects of karst 
or speleological sc ience, as listed above. or more descriptive material , such as 
cavi ng expedition reports and technical articles. The Editorial Board wil l 
review manuscripts unless the subject matter is outside the ir fields of' expertise, 
in which case assessmen t by an appropr iate expert wi ll be sought. 

Forum: Personal statements, normally up to 1.000 words. on topical issues: 
discussion of published papers, and book reviews. Whcre appropriatc. 
statements should put forward an argument and make a case. backed-up by 
examples used as evidence. 

Abstracts: Authors (or supervisors) of undergraduate or postgraduate 
di ssertations on cave or karst themes are encouraged to submi t abstracts for 
publication. Please indicate whether the thesis is avai lable on inter-library loan. 
Abstracts of papers presentcd at BCRA (and related) conferences or symposia 
arc also welcome, 

Prospective authors arc welcome to contact the Editors (sec Contents page for 
addresses), who wil l be pleased to advise on manuscript preparation. 

The /iJllolI 'ing notes are il7lended to help authors prepare their material in the 
most adval1lageolls way. Time and effort are saved [{the guidelines below are 
.followed. Queries regarding the contem or format O/, the material should be 
made be/ore submilling the manuscript. On publication, authors will be 
provided with 20 repril1ls o/, their comriiJlltion, Fee o{ charge, .fiJI' their own 
lise. 

Manuscript style 
Text: Material should be presented in a style as close as poss ible to that 
adopted by Cm'e and Karst Science since 1994 , Subheadings within an article 
should follow the system used in Cave and Karst Science. A consistent set of 
primary. secondary and, if necessa ry, tertiary subheadings should be indicated 
clearly. 

Abstract: Material should be accompanied by an abs tract. stating the essential 
results of the investigation or the significance of the contribution . for use by 
abstracting, library and other services. 

References to previously published work should be given in the standard 
format used in Cave and Karst Science. In the text author's name and date (and 
page number if approp ri ate) should be ci ted in parentheses - (Smith , 1969, 
p.42). All text citati ons should be referenced in fu ll . in a lphabetica l order, at the 
end of the manuscript. thus - Smith, D E. 1969. The speleogenes is of the 
Cavern Hole. Bulletin of the Yorkshire CO\'ing Association, Vo 1.7, 1-63. 
Periodical titles must be written in full. Books should be referenced by author 
(or editor), date. title. ptace of publication and pubtisher in the form 
Braithwaite. C J R. 2005. Carbonate Sediments and Rocks. [Dunbeath: Whittles 
Publishing.] 164pp. Failure to provide full and unambi guous references can 
delay publication. 
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acknowledged. Contributors in uni versities and other institutions arc reminded 
that grants towards publication costs may be availab le, and that they should 
make related enquiries as early as possible. Some expedition budgets include an 
clement to help publication, and the editors should be informed of this, 

Speleologica l expeditions have a moral ob ligation to produce reports 
(contractual in the case of Ghar Parau Foundati on awards) . These shou ld be 
concise and cover the results of the expedi ti on as soon as possible after the 
relurn from overseas, so that later expedi ti ons arc informed for their planning. 
Personal anecdotes should be kept to a minimum, but useful adv ice such as 
location of food supplies. medical services, etc, may be inc luded , preferab ly as 
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infonnation about diagrams, tab les and photographs. 

Submiss io ns on disk: PC-compatible noppy disks or CD-ROMs arc preferred. 
If other file formats or media arc used, then submission by email is preferred. If 
this is not possible please contact the ed itor for advice, 
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EDITORIAL 

John Gunn and David Lowe 

Here we are at the final Issue of Volume 33 of Cave and Karst Science, and perhaps predictably we are 
still one year behind the publication schedule. 

To be honest, we are fed up of making excuses, but let's say simply that the principal reason remains 
the same. We can only produce a publication if and when we have suitable material to publish. That 
sounds so simple and yet, for reasons we do not understand, we have found it totally impossible to claw 
back slippage that began a long time ago, for reasons that we do understand and hence will not exhume 
here. 

So what is going wrong? Is there a problem with cave and karst research in general? 
Superficially the health of cave and karst science has never been better. Don't take our word for it but 

look first at the web sites for Speleogenesis ... , International Journal of Speleology, Journal of Cave and 
Karst Studies, Acta Carsologica and half a dozen other top flight international publications, whose 
contents and abstracts we publish in Forum when space pennits. If you don't do web sites, we don't 
mind - look at the hard copies instead. The story is the same. Moving from periodicals to recent text 
books, we need only say (alphabetically), Ford and Williams (Karst Hydrogeology and Geomorphology, 
Second Edition, 2007), Klimchouk (Hypogene Speleogenesis: Hydrogeological and Morphogenetic 
Perspective, 2007), Palmer (Cave Geology, 2007), Proudlove (Subterranean Fishes of the World, 2006). 
Cave and karst science in all its facets appears to be alive and well. The totality of the length, breadth, 
depth and quality of today's science is unquestionable. We have both quantity and quality, and both 
quantity and quality are currently expanding. But, sadly, at least from our point of view, despite various 
exceptions, cave and karst research in Britain appears to be in a far less healthy state and much of the 
expansion in knowledge is taking place elsewhere. 

The problem is exacerbated by the fact that many professional researchers, and particularly those based 
in British universities, who might once have seen it as important to support the BCRA by publishing in 
Cave and Karst Science, are now driven by career-related factors to publish their results and ideas in 
higher-profile, commonly topic-specific, and generally big-budget journals that are listed on the all 
important ' Science Citation Index'. This means that articles of karst science significance are targeted 
instead upon journals dealing more generally with, for example, geomorphology, engineering geology, 
geochemistry or hydrogeology. We are not occupying self-righteous high ground when reporting this 
issue, as we too have been forced along the same road - it is quite simply unavoidable. An obvious related 
issue is that of time. Once forced onto the treadmill of publishing in the major international science 
journals, finding the time and energy to trickle occasional crumbs towards Cave and Karst Science, even 
when one has the best of intentions, isn 't always practicable. Add to this the workload of editing the 
material , as we do, or acting as unpaid referees as many others do (see below), and the whole question of 
how to ensure input from professional researchers becomes still more difficult to answer. Nevertheless we 
will continue to seek the support of these researchers as best we can, in whatever ways they can. 

Yet again we must reemphasise that one of our main planks in trying to take British cave and karst 
science forward has always been to encourage contributions from amateur researchers, of whom there are 
still many, and from those that we might describe as either pre-professional or post professional - i.e. 
from the ranks of the student and retired populations. We know that there are many out there who will 
never need to trundle the academic treadmill , those who perhaps will, one day, but have not yet felt the 
pointed stick, and those who, thankfully, have left the scourge of the treadmill behind. All of these 
individuals, groups and partnerships have observations, ideas and all manner of information that is of 
wide interest to the cave and karst world in general, but might never make it into an international journal 
or might be banished to obscurity in an ephemeral club publication. Each type of potential contributor 
represents fertile ground for a different reason, whether this is not being ready or confident to face the 
rigours of "big journal" publishing, feeling that their ideas deserve a wider audience than just their club 
mates, or thinking "I always intended to develop and write up that idea but never had time - until now." 

Well - the offer remains. We will gladly do whatever we can to guide new (or rusty) authors through 
the publication process, whether the outcome be a fully refereed Paper, a less rigorously reviewed Report, 
or simply a Scientific Note or item of Correspondence in the Cave and Karst Science Forum. The 
corollary is, of course that we will not publish material that is either unfit, unsuitable or not yet ready, but 
we will provide sensible reasons why, and helpful suggestions about how to move things forward. A final 
rider is that we like to include a mix of material from as large a pool of authors as possible, but we do not 
tum things down simply on the basis that a productive author might submit material on a regular basis. 
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Moving on, BCRA is close to sorting out a variety of issues relating to membership costs and options, 
non-member subscriptions to Cave and Karst Science, and the future development of the journal itself. 
Authoritative details of costs and procedures will be circulated to all available addresses in the very near 
future. The next few issues of the journal will see a metamorphosis that will include continued 
availability in printed form with colour printing an available option for at least some of the inside pages 
as well as the covers. Necessarily though the subscription costs will rise to a realistic level to help cover 
the additional costs of colour printing and the reduced cost efficiency of printing smaller numbers to meet 
a reduced demand. For those who prefer it, or those who consider the new cover price of the printed 
journal too steep, a web-based option will also be phased in. To mitigate the possibility of confusion we 
will not attempt to provide fuller details here, but reiterate that they will be provided if not with this issue, 
then very soon. 

Which brings us to the closing comments on Volume 33 , which has gestated painfully slowly and yet 
has included a fascinating cross section of contributions, whose authors are thanked first for their 
submissions but then for both their faith and their patience. As usual we thank also the many referees who 
have worked hard and conscientiously to help maintain the quality and integrity of Cave and Karst 
Science. Of course we contribute to the review process ourselves, but our expertise and time only stretch 
so far, and we could not succeed without the help of our flexible Editorial Board, some of whom will 
referee several papers during the history of each Volume. This year we thank: Simon Bottrell, Anthony 
Day, Andrew Chamberlain, John Cordingley, Steve Craven, Jaimie Dick, Ian Fairchild, Derek Ford, 
Stephan Kempe, Jiri Krasny, Harry Long, Ali Palmer, Graham Proudlove, Trevor Shaw, Tony Waltham, 
Robin Westennan, John Wilcock, Paul Wood, Chas Yonge and Paul Younger. Tony Waltham is also 
thanked for repeatedly coming to our rescue by providing selections of potential cover images, to make 
up for a surprising lack of suitable material among the articles we have published. Since our 
acknowledgements at the end of Volume 32, Rebecca Talbot has become Rebecca Bedson, and we both 
congratulate her and thank her for her continued DTP efforts to tum the mixed bag of material that we 
pass to her into formatted articles for publication. Last but by no means least we again thank Steve 
Summers and the staff of the Sherwood Press Group for their ongoing help and support in producing a 
high-quality printed product of which, we believe, they and the BCRA can be justifiably proud. 
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Abstract: During the late 1930s and 1950s a scrics of geophysical resistivity measurements wcrc acquired 
by Professor Lco Palmer of Hull University over the Lamb Lcer cave system (refcrred to as Lamb Lair by 
Palmer), which is located within thc Mendip Hills, Somerset. Through his surveys, Professor Palmer 
reportedly delincated a resistivc zone that he believcd to corrcspond to the location of the Great Chambcr of 
Lamb Leer, a 30m-diameter cavity located at 35m below ground level. Additionally, he concluded that a 
further large cavelll of similar size existed some 100m northeast of the Great Chamber. In an attcmpt to 
confirm the existence and cstablish the nature of "Palmer's Chamber", a scries of resistivity and 
microgravity profiles were carried out during the summers of 2004 and 2006. The resistivity survey 
confilllled the presence of a rcsistive anomaly within the vicinity of "Palmer's Chamber"; howcver the 
resulting microgravity data do not suggest thc prescnce of a mass deficiency feature that wou ld be cxpected 
over a significant void. 

(Received 26 April 07: accepted 29 May 07) 

Plate I: Professor Palmer (centre) al1d surve\' team \\'ith Geophl's ical 
Megger Earth Tester. AlIg llst 1957 (collrtesy 0/ the MNRC). ROllgh~\' 45 
years afier this photo was taken a minesha/i (noli ' know as Gibbets Brol1') 
opened lip almost directly beloll' where Palmer stood. 

BACKGROUND 
Lamb Leer Cavern is located near the northerl y edge of the Mendip 
limestone plateau, 2km south of Compton Martin, Somerset, and has 
intrigued both cave explorers and hi storians for the last three 
centuri es. The cave was discovered just before 1676, whcn lead 
miners sinking a shaft in " thc hill called Lamb" broke into a natural 
passageway and discovered '"a very great vault" (Beaumont 1681). 
This "vault" is the main chamber of the cave (known as the Great 
Chamber) and with the floor of the cavern located at 60m below the 
surface, when first discovered it seems likely to be the deepest 
exp loration of a cave anywhcre in thc world (Shaw, 1962). Lamb 
Leer was subsequently closed by the Landowner in 1982. 

Before its closure, the cave was accessed via a 20m mincd shaft 
that connects to a natural passage that slopes down towards the 
north. After 100m the passage passes through the '"Beehive 
Chamber", a wel l-decorated chamber conta ining a large stalagmite 
boss, and ends with a 20m drop into the eas tern side of the Great 
Chamber (also referred to as the main chamber). The Great Chamber 
is roughly 30m in diamcter, and from herc passages lead off wcst for 
about 60m to the Cave of the Falling Waters, and north into a 

complex of small phreatic tubcs with some large rifts known as the 
St Valentine's Series (Irwin and Jarret 1999; Waltham et al. 1997). 

The cave is developed in a fine-grained , chinastone, facies of the 
C lifton Down Limestone, dipping 15 0 east, and is transected by the 
west- east orientated Lamb Leer Fault, located towards the northern 
wall of the Great Chamber. This is an almost vertical fault zone of 
approximately 20m width with a down throw of 60m to thc south. 
However, apparent subhorizontal slickcnsides on the vertical plane 
in the roof of the Great Chamber suggest an additional horizontal 
displacement of unknown length (Stan ton , 1966). 

In 1938, Professor Lionel Palmer, the first Professor of Physics at 
Hull University, undertook a series of rcsistivity surveys over the 
area of Lamb Leer. This was one of thc earl icst attempts to locate 
caves using geophysical methods, and one of the first of a series of 
geophys ica l surveys undertaken by Palmer. The survey was carried 
out using a recently acquired Geophysical Megger Earth Tester 
manufactured by "Messrs. Evershed and Vignoles", purchased 
through a grant of £250 provided by the Royal Society. Palmer's 
surveys in 1938 identified an anomaly over the area of the Great 
Chamber and a second anomaly to the northwest which he 
interpreted as an " unknown chamber". This was subsequently 
refen'ed to as "Palmer ' s Chamber". Unfortunately, shortly after 
identifying this "unknown chamber", the resistivity apparatus had to 
be returned to "Messrs. Evershed and Vignoles" for repair, and the 
survey was abandoned. 

It was not until August 1957 that Palmer returned to Lamb Leer 
to characteri ze the "unknown chamber" with the same (although 
paliially redesigned) resistivity apparatus. This time he enlisted the 
help of a loca l caving club (the Mendip Nature Research Committee) 
and Frome Grammar School. Together they undertook five full days 
of work comprising 35 geoelectrical traverses (constant depth) and 
40 different depth soundings comprising I I readings at each station. 
Through these surveys, Palmer concluded that, ..... a large chamber 
undoubtedly exists .. . [which is] ... nearer the surlace than the main 
chamber of Lamb Lair ... [and] ... it is probable that this new 
chamber is not smaller than Lamb Lair .. . [referring to the Great 
Chamber] .. . and may well be considerab~v larger. "(Palmer, 1958). 

These results and interpretations provided a driving force behind 
the continual explorat ion of the cavern by most of the main caving 
clubs on Mendip, all keen to discover the route through to "Palmer's 
Chamber" . To date this quest has never been realized and, with the 
closure of Lamb Leer in 1982, the search for "Palmer's Chamber" 
has all but ceased. The valid ity of Palmer's conclusions from 
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Figure I : Survey 0/ Lamb Leer Cavern showing the location o/Palmers intefpretalions (courtesy o/the MNRC). The Great Chamber is located to the north 0/ 
the road, with "Palmer's Chamber" predicted to the north west 0/ Lamb Leer 

resistivity surveys over Lamb Leer and at other sites in the Mendip 
Hills has been questioned by a number of workers (For example 
Mullen, 1992). Although the new chamber outlined by Palmer has 
never been found , he did outline a series of passageways up to 60m 
deep, just to the north of the Great Chamber. Subsequent exploration 
by cavers in this area has yielded a series of passageways known as 
the Valentine 's Series at 40m depth . 

GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF 
RESISTIVITY SURVEYING 

The general underlying principles of geoelectrical (or resistivity) 
surveying remain the same as when Professor Palmer carried out his 
surveys and are best described in his own words: 
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" ... an electrical current is sent into the earth 
through two electrodes CI and C2 inserted into the 
sUI/ace to a depth of a few inches. The earth with the 
two current electrodes constitutes a form of a three
dimensional potentiometer over the suI/ace of which 
is a potential 'partern '. This pallern depends on the 
current distribution, which in turn depends on the 
variations of the electrical current throughout the 
half-space bounded by the earth's sUI/ace and 
extending downwards to infinity, the upper half
space being air of infinite resistivity. " 

"The potential fall between any two points on the 
surface can be measured by the insertion of two 
additional probes or potential electrodes P I and P2 

at the points between which the potential is to be 
measured. The ratio of the measured potential 
difference to the current flowing is a jimction of 
some 'mean ' and localised value of the earth 's 
electrical resistivity. " 

"This 'mean' value will depend on the variations 
of the electrical properties of those portions of the 
earth 's crust through which the majority part of the 
current passes; whilst the electrode configuration on 
the sUI/ace will determine the location of the 
particular region" (Palmer 1959). Also known as the 
'apparent resistivity ', this 'mean ' value can be 
equated to the actual resistivity of a zone only in the 
case of homogeneous isotropic ground. " 

It is at this point that standard modem methods diverge from the 
techniques used during Palmer's era. Due to computational 
limitations during the 1950s, resistivity results could only be 
analysed through the plotting of the electrode distance against 
apparent resistivity. These graphs were then examined and compared 
with theoretical curves expected from different geological 
conditions, with anomalously high resistivity deflections from the 



background curve interpreted as relating to voids. The approximate 
depths to these anomalies were then determined by halving the 
distance between the current e lectrodes (Palmer, 1959). 
Unfortunately this technique is based upon the assumption that the 
subsurface is homogeneous and isotropic (i.e. uniform ground with 
no geologica l features except for the cave). In most cases the 
presence of faults or rockhead dcpressions in va lidates this method of 
interpretation. These limitations were apprec iated by Palmer who 
wrote in a similar survey at Pen Park Hole, " .. . that the 
intefpretation of complex variations is ojien extremely dillicult 
unless ... [the loca l geological structure] ... can be recognised and its 
effect appreciated. .. (Palmer, 1959). 

During the 1990s the method of geoelectrical surveying was 
revolutionised by the fundamcnt al advance in computationa l power, 
which resulted in a significant improvement in both the acqui sition 
and processing of resisti vi ty data. Multi-electrode arrays could be 
deployed a llowing larger datascts to be obtai ned in a fraction o f the 
time, and the apparent res istivity dataset invcrted to represent a true 
model of the subsurface res isti vi ty. This inversion of the apparent 
resist ivity dataset derives a 2-D model through di viding th e 
subsurface into a number of recta ngular blocks then determining the 
resistivity of each rectangul ar block producing an apparent 
resist ivity pscudosection that agrees with the actual measuremcnts, 
thus all owing comp lex geolog ica l structure to be appreciated. 

RESURVEYING "PALMER' S CHAMBER" 

Survey Design 
During the summer of 2006, a series of resisti vity profile lines was 
acquired using a 72-channe l IRIS SYSCAL resistivity system over 
the known location of the Lamb Leer Main Chamber and within the 
area of "Pa lmer's Chamber". After an initial tri al survey using 
different electrode arrays over the main chamber, it was decided to 
adopt a pole-d ipo le array usin g a 5m electrode spacing, as thi s 
appeared to provide the best compromise between depth of 
penetration and lateral resolution. Resist ivity tomography al lows the 
identification of air-fill ed vo ids through the e lectrical contrast 
between the relati ve ly conductive limestone and the extremely 
res istive a ir-filled cave passage . Unfortunate ly, due to non
uniqueness of the resistivity survey techn iq ue, an anomalously high 
res isti ve zone does not necessar il y indicate the presence of large 
voids, as it might also represent the presence of open fractures or 
more massive rock strata (McDonald and Dav ies, 2003) . 

As a result, th e integration of micrograv ity data is essential in 
es tablishing whether anomalous ly high resistive zones arc caused by 
fracture-free crystalline rock or ai r-filled voids. The microgravity 
technique is based on measuring localised variations in the Earth's 
gravitational field that are caused by subsurface materials of 
different densities . The presence of an anomalously low density 
body (such as an air-fill ed cavity) in the subsurface causes a 
local ized low anomaly in the measured grav itationa l field. In order 
to deteml ine the nature of the resistive zones, two mi crograv ity 
profile lines were carried out and centred on both the Great chamber 
and "Palmer's C hamber" using a Scintrex CG3M mierogravity 
in strument. Both the resistivity profile lines and gravi ty sta tion 
elevations were surveyed and levelled using a Topcon total stat ion. 

Results 
The results of the resistivity tomography and microgravity surveys 
are presented in Figures 2 and 3 as contoured scale sect ions of th e 
subsurface representing changes in resistivity, and correspond ing 
gravity profi les (Bouguer anomaly). The vertica l and hori zontal axes 
on the res ist ivity section respectively display elevation (m local 
datum) and ehainage along each profile line. The resistivity contour 
scale used fo r these sections has been chosen to provide a con trast 
between anomalously high resis ti ve zones and tbe relatively 
conductive limestone bedrock. 

The resistivity and mi crogravity results shown in Figure 2 were 
centred over the known locati on of Lamb Leer 's Great Chamber 
( 130m-1 50m chainage), with the a im of calibrating and ass isting in 
the interpretation of the resul ts derived over "Pa lmer's Chamber". 
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Figure 2: Microgravity (ahove) and resistivity (helow) surveys located over 
the Creat Chamber of Lamh Leer. 

On inspection of the res ist ivi ty section, the principal feature appears 
to be a boundary between hi ghl y resistive limestone located to the 
north of the profile line, and relative ly conductive material located to 
the south. This appears to be as a conseq uence of the Lamb Leer 
Fault (exposed in the Great Chamber) with the boundary at 
approximate ly 150m chainage representing the fault pl ane and the 
relatively conductive material to the south possibly associated with 
the zone of brecc iation. The Great Chamber of the cave does not 
appear to be prominent in the resisti vity section, and it is likely that 
an expression of the chamber has been either masked by the 
dominant influence of the fault or is beyond the detectability range 
of the survey. Considering the microgravity profile line, there 
appears to be a very signi fi cant gravity ' low' of around 150fJ,Gal 
over the location of the Grea t Chamber, wh ich corresponds to the 
magnitUde expected from a chamber of this depth and size . 

Figure 3 shows both the resisti vity and microgravity resul ts of 
the profile lines positioned to target " Palmer's Chamber". The 
resistivity section displays si milar characte ri stics to the resistivity 
section shown in Figure 2, and appears to show the continuation of 
the Lamb Leer Fa ult with hi ghly resis ti ve material to the north of the 
section and rel ati ve ly conducti ve materia l to the south . The major 
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difference between the two sections is the shallow resistive feature 
that protrudes, though appears to be separate from , the northerly 
resistive unit between 130m-205m chainage. This feature is in the 
approximate location of " Palmer's Chamber" and it is poss ible that it 
represents the feature mapped by Palmer. When considcring the 
gravity profile line located over "Palmer's Chamber" (Figure 3) with 
respect to the gravity results deri ved over the Great Chamber (Figure 
2), there does not appear to be a significant gravity ' low' over the 
location of this resist ivity feature, suggesting that the anomaly does 
not represent a cavity as no mass deficiency is observed. Between 
70m-90m and II Om-l20m chainage two individual isolated resistive 
features are observed, both of which correlate with significant 
gravity ' lows'. Through modelling these features it can be shown 
that it is highly probable that these features represent unknown a ir
filled voids. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The very nature of a geophysical survey a llows for a non-unique 
interpretation of results from a unique geological environment, and 
this is espec ially true when on ly a single geophysical technique is 
utilized. Thc ability to resolve subsurface features has been great ly 
improved by considering both gravity and res istivity techniques and 
measuring the two separate physical properties of the subsurfacc. 

In order to address the question "Does Palmer's Chamber 
exist? ", the res istivity surveys support the presence of a hi gh ly 
resistive zone at the location indicated by Professor Palmer, which in 
isolation would suggest that there is a chamber present. However, 
when considering the mi crogravity data thc absence of a significant 
gravity ' low' similar to the 'low' observed over the Great Chamber 
would suggest that no significant chamber is present wi thin the 
immediate location as described by Palmer. It therefore sccms 
probable that the hi ghly res ist ivity fea ture might correspond to an 
isolated section of the northerly highl y resistive limestone unit, 
affected by the Lamb Leer Fault. 
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Abstract: Successful application of e lcctr ical rcsistivity imaging (ERI) techniqucs cstablished that loamy sedimen t 
fill s that floor co llapse dolincs in the hinterland of the Ljublj aniea River springs near Vrhnika, Slovenia, locally reaeh 
more than 30m in thickness. Collapsc do line dcvelopment and transformat ion processes arc discussed, and various 
characterist ics and potcntial formation a l mechani sms of flat , loamy do line floors are considered . The loamy fill s 
reflect sedimentation of suspended material from floodwaters that inundated the lower parts of the co llapsc dolines , 
whose flat floors li e at a consistent level as a result of water table osci ll at ion related to the contemporary elevation of 
Ljublj ansko barje a t the karst system 's outflow. 
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INTROD UCTrON 
The Sioveni an karst includes at least 330 major col lapse do lines with 
vo lumes ranging from 0.03 Mm3 up to 12.6Mm3 The larger collapse 
dolines are more common in areas of karst through flow, main ly in 
the hinterland of the larger ponors and in the catchments of major 
karst springs. On the Karst plateau collapsc dolines are more 
common in the hinterland of the ponors of thc Matarsko podolje area 
and in the Ljubljanica catchment. 

The Ljubljanica, which collects its water from the extrcme 
northwestern part of the Dinaric Karst, is part of the wider Sava 
River catchment area, which directs its waters towards the Danube. 
Its underground watershed is placed arbitrari ly within the karst 
plateaus and mountains and therefore the limits of the Ljubljanica 
karst river basin cannot be precisely defincd. Genera lly the line of 
the watershed is assumed to lie close to the highcs t karst ridges , but 
it is known that in karst areas the orograph ic watershed can diffcr 
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Figure f : Collapse do lines il/ 'he area of,lil! 1I11dergrolilld Ljllbljanico River. 

fundamcntally from the actua l one, and can even changc in differcnt 
hydrological situations . The extent of the Ljubljanica karst river 
basin in the hinterl and o f the kars t springs ncar Vrhnika is estimated 
to be I 100 to 1200km2 (Gospodari e and Habie, 1976) . 

Hundreds of co ll apse dolines of different shapes and sizes occur 
in the area of the underground Ljublj anica River. The area includes 
128 larger collapse dolines with volumes between 0.2Mm3 and 
I I Mm3 These arc found : in the area between Ljubljansko barje 
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Figure 2: The co/lapse do/ines near 'he Ljllhljunica River sprillgs. 
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Figllre 3: Photograph o/partly .flooded Crogarjev dol 

ERI profile direction: -. 
Contour interval: 5m --------Om 10m 20m 30m 40m 

Figllre 4: DEM o/the CrogO/jev dol. showing the ERl profile direction. 

(Ljubljana Marsh) and Logasko polje; in the area betwccn Logas ko 
poljc and Planinsko polje; in the flat karst surface of Logasko -
Begunjski ravnik; in the area between Cerknisko polje and Planinsko 
polje; in the area betwccn Postojnsko polje and Planinsko polj e; in 
the area between Cerknisko polje and Losko polje and in the 
hinterland of the Ljubljanica River springs near Vrhnika (Fig. I ) . 

Detailed geomorphic analysis of collapse dolincs in the arca near 
the Ljublj anica River springs focused on the slope development 
processes and the processes of formation of flat doline floors, which 
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have been inundated by flood water and leveled by deposition of 
loamy material. The subsurface structure of the doline floors was 
established using Electrical Resistivity Imaging (ERI) techniques, 
with subsequent interpretation of the ERl data. A SuperSting RIIIP 
earth resistivity meter, developed by Advanced Geosciences, Inc., 
was used for data collection. Survey was conducted using a dipole
dipole array with Sm distance between two electrode pairs. The data 
were processcd to generate two-dimensional resistivity models using 
EarthImager 2D resistivity in version software. Minimum Root
Mean-Square (RMS) error in the survey was 2.S9% and the 
maximum RMS error was 3.07%. This method is confirmed as being 
appropriate for providing a robust visualization of the epikarst 
structure and the subsurface structure of the coll apse dolines 
(Stepisnik and Mihevc, 2007) . 

The application of this method in the study area revealed that the 
resistivity value for carbonate rock is more than 1000 ohm-m. For 
soi l and weathered bedrock the resistivity values are approx imately 
between 200 and 1000 ohm-m. Clayey material has resistivity values 
lower than 200 ohm-m. 

COLLAPSE DOLINES 
Collapse dolines are surface karst depressions of varied shape and 
size. Volumes of larger collapse dolines exceed the volumes of the 
largest known cave chambers in the area, so collapse dol ine 
formation cannot be related solely to a series of collapse processes 
~ithi n cave chambcrs and cventually on the surface (Habic, 1963; 
Sustersic, 1973; Stepisnik, 2004, Waltham et ai , 2005) . Their origin 
is relatcd to the concentric removal of material , with associated 
collapse of underground chambers, or with gradual removal of 
tectonically fractured carbonate bedrock above active cave passages 
(Habic, 1963 ; Mihcvc, 200 I; Stepisnik, 2004). Although collapse 
dolines havc commonly been defined as depressions that are formed 
above cave chambers (e.g. Cramer, 1941; Gams, 1973; Sustersic, 
1973, Ford and Williams, 1989), a variety of speleogenetic mass 
removal proccsses contribute to their development. 

Many morphological classifications of collapse dolines have 
appeared in published karstological literaturc. The most commonly 
applied subdivision of collapse dolines is into "immature" and 
"mature" or "degraded" (Habic, 1963; Sustersic, 1984; Summerfield, 
1996, Waltham el al., 200S , Waltham, 2006). Collapse doline 
morphology is a result of the establishment of a balance between 
various geomorphic processes, whose dynamics, extent and duration 
inside thc co llapse dolines influence their size and shape. Changes 
involved depend upon rates of underground removal of the rock, 
slope angles and the mechanical properties of the bedrock, which are 
not uniform, even within a single collapse doline (Stepisnik, 2006). 

Fonnation of sma ller collapse do lines is re lated to cave chamber 
collapse. At the instant of collapse a qualitative modification takes 
place, as a subsurface karst feature become a surface karst feature. 
From this moment onward a combination of speleogenetic processes 
with a variety of exogenic geomorphic processes begins to operate. 

Development of larger collapse dolines involves the gradual 
removal of material above active cave passages. The duration of the 
process defines the volume of the collapse dolines and the dynamics 
of the process defines the inclination and morphology of the slopes. 
Dominance of material removal over the rate of weathering of 
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Figllre 5: ERl profile o/the CrogCllj ev dol. 
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bedrock on the doline margins results in the fomlation of steep 
s lopes and walls. 

Accumulat ions of mechanically deri ved matcria l are present at 
the foot o f sleeper parts of the collapse doline slopes, ei ther as scree, 
boulders or layers of weathered rock and so il mantl e. The dynamics 
of the mechanical s lope processes in such acc umulated mate rial 
rclate strongly to the thi ckness of material and slope angle 
(Scheidegger, 1974) . In contrast, on the karst surface vertica lly 
directed chemical denudation hinders the dynamics of mechani ca l 
s lope processes while influcncing thc thickness of materia l on the 
slopes . At somc point during slope development chcmi cal 
denudation becomes the prevailing slope process and mi ght 
completely take over from mechanical processes. This can be seen 
on slopes where mechanica l slope processcs arc absent that are 
covered wi th grikes. 

The tenn aclive slopes is used hcre to describe collapse doline 
slopes that include walls , scree or acc umulated material , together 
with all slopes that a re affected by ongoing mechanical mass 
removal. Where mechani ca l mass rcmova l is not active and the 
process of chemi cal weathcring dominates the slopes are termed 
balanced slopes. On these latter slopes the balance between 
mechanical wea thering plus mechani ca l slope processes on the one 
hand and chemical denudat ion o f bcdrock on the other hand is 
established, and mechanica l slope processcs are generally inac ti ve 
(Kaufman, 2003 ; Stepisnik , 2006). 

Co llapse doline floors arc subjected to a number of processes that 
result in the developmcnt of a varicty of floor morphologies . In 
collapse dolines undergoing ongoing removal of materi al above 
active cave passages the floors arc rocky, with funncl-shapcd 
depress ions in acc umulated ta lus. If thc process of material removal 
is negligible or absent, concave floors occur, and these are filled 
with the finer fractio ns of weathered bcdrock, commonly covcred 
with soil. Smaller patches o f loamy materi a l are not uncommon on 
the floors of collapse dolines. If the ir floors lie tens of metres above 
pi ezometric level and there is no soil on the karst surface it must be 
concluded that th e soil oli ginated in now-demolished cave passages 
on the slopes that were complete ly fill ed wi th finer materi al. If 
weathered mate ri al has been completel y removed or if the fl oor lies 
near the level of the piezometri c surface, the lowcr parts of the 
collapse dolines are permanentl y or periodi call y fill ed with water or 
active water fl ow is present. 

In most cases the floo rs of such collapse dolincs arc flooded only 
periodi cally, during periods of hi gher piezometric Icvels. If 
floodwa ters contain a significant suspended load, sediment wi ll 
eventua lly be deposited from a stagnant water body. Each ensuing 
flood will resu lt in depos ition of additional loamy scdiment layers on 
the fl oor. The ultimate outcome of such sedimentation is the 
establishment of fl at, loamy fl oors in collapse dolines (S tep isn ik, 
2003 ). 

COLLAPSE DOLINES IN THE HINTERLAND 
OF THE LJUBLJANICA RIVER SPRINGS 

A group of seven large collapse dolines occ urs on the westem 
marg in of Ljublj ansko barje, in the hinter land of the Ljubljanica 
Ri ver springs ncar Vrhnika (Fig.2). The bedrock in the area 
comprises th ickly bedded Upper Jurassic limcstone d ipping at 
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Figure 6: Photogroph ojPolikorjel'o dolino. 

ERI profile direction : ~ 
Contour interva l: 5m - -am 20m 40m 60m 80m 

Figure 7: DEM of the POllkorjel'o dolino. showillg the ERI profile direction. 

approximately 30 dcgrees towards the west. Hydrologically the 
dolines li e in an area of concen trated karst flow. Exploration of 
fl ooded cave systems has revea led that the cu rrently act ive phreatic 
cave passages in the arca do not li e beneath the collapse dolines but 
pass close by them. Cave channels do exist beneath the collapse 
dolines and were signifi cant at the time of doline formation , but 
these are now fossi lized with an infi ll offine sediment (llic, 2002). 

Morpho logical ly these seven coll apse dolines are very simi lar. 
Most of the ir slopes are ba lanced, and the slopes of Meletova 
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Figure 8: ERI pro./ile a/ the POllkatjevo dolina. 
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Figure 9: Photograph of Meletova dolina 

ERI profile direction: -. 
Contour interval : Sm - -Om 20m 40m 60m 80m 

Figure 10: DEM of the Meletova dolina. shOlving the ERI profile direction. 

dolina, Nagodetov dol and Babni dol includc pmtly vertical rocky 
walls with scree at their feet. The floors of all seven dolincs have 
been inundated and leveled by deposits of loamy sediment. The 
elevations of the floors vary between 294 and 304m above mean sea 
level. 

Habie (1963) established that the floors of the collapse dolines in 
the hinterland of the Ljubljanica River springs are at sim ilar 
elevations. He predicted that the cave system beneath the area was 
formed as a single level and that mass removal within cave chambers 
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persisted until the moment of collapse. Recent investigations of the 
cave system and among the denuded caves in the area have revealed 
that the cave channels there are simply phreatic and they are not 
organized into a single level (ll ie, 2002; Stepisnik, 2003; Centra l 
Cave Register of Slovenia, 2007). On the other hand, the mechanism 
that results in water removal from caves at the instant of collapse 
doline fonnation is as yet unknown (Step isnik, 2003). 

Water tab le level in the area is related to the elevation of 
Ljubljansko barje, which at approximately 297m above mean sea 
level represents the lowest level of discharge from the karst area. 
The floors and lower parts of the coll apse dolines are inundated at 
times of higher water table levels, and suspended loamy material is 
deposited from stagnating flood waters. Water table rises in thi s 
sma ll area of the Ljubljanica River springs hinterland reach to 
approximately the same elevation in all of the collapse do lines, so 
flat loamy doline floors are created at a distinct single level 
(Stepisnik, 2003). 

GROGARJEV DOL 
Grogaljev dol collapse doline lies in the northeastern part of the 
st11dy area. It is elongated north - south with a longer diameter of 
175m and a shorter one of 145m. Its average depth is 35m and its 
volume is 0.35M mJ A narrow, 35m-high ridge separates it from the 
neighbouring Tomazetov dol collapse doline to the south . 

The doline slopes are mostly balanced, but with some active parts 
in the eastern and southern slopes, where small sections of rocky 
walls and scree still appear. Its northern slopes have been modified 
by human activity. The floor has been inundated and its surface 
leveled by deposits of loamy material at an elevation of 294m. 

At times of higher water table levels a lake appears in the doline, 
usually in the autumn and spri ng. The average depth of the lake is 
6 .5m and its surface reaches an elevation of 300.5111. Water carrying 
suspended material enters the doline via a group of sma ll springs on 
the western side of the floor, and the water drains away at the lowest 
point of the doline at the foot of the eastern slopes towards one of 
the spring in Moeilnik steephead valley which is around 150m to the 
southeast. It is active only at higher piezometric levels and its 
riverbed is at an elevation of around 293m. 

ERI survey of Grogarjev dol revealed that the bedrock slopes of 
the col lapse doline are covered with thin layers of less resistant soil 
and mechanically weathered rock. Weathered material thickness is 
greater in the lower part of the slope. The doline floor itself is filled 
with loamy sediment more than 22m thick. Beneath the loamy 
sediment limestone bedrock lies approximately 20m lower than the 
Ljubljansko balje surface. In the central part of the loam-covered 
bedrock floor there is an electrically less resistant vertical structure 
with resistivity va lues between 100 and 300 ohm-m, which might be 
a fau lt or a shaft that guided doline development (Figs 3, 4 and 5). 

PAUKARJEVA DOLINA 
Lying some 300m southwest of the Veliki Moeilnik spring, the 
Paukarjcva dolina collapse doline has a long diameter of 275m and 
short diameter of 225m. Its average depth is 55m and its volume is 
1.33M mJ 

Its slopes are balanced, except for small sections on the southern 
side that are still active. The surface of loamy sediment fi ll in the 
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Figure II : ERI profile of the Meletova dolina. 
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floor is sl ightly uneven, with its lowest point in the sOll thern part of 
the doline at an e levation of 297m. During higher water table events 
the doline floor is partly flooded an d sma ll streams spring from the 
western side of the floor and sink on the opposite side. 

Limited loamy material is found on the dol inc slopes up to an 
elevation of 305m, which is roughly the same level observed in the 
neighbouring collapse dolines. The uneven sediment distribution 
probably reflects the effects of secondary washing out of sect ions of 
the originally deposited material. 

ERI survey of the dol inc revealed that in the eastern part the 
bedrock slope is covered by a thin layer of less resistant soil and 
weathered rock. The doline floor is intilled with loamy sediment 
exceeding 30m in thickness, and the underlying bedrock is more than 
30m below the present elevation of Ljubljansko barje (Figs 6, 7 and 
8). 

MELETOV A DOLINA 
Meletova dolina, one of the largest collapse dolines in the 
neighborhood, lies in the southern part of the study area. Its longer 
diameter is 200m and shoner diameter 135m, with an average depth 
of 33m and volume ofO.35Mm3 

Its eastern and nor1hern s lopes are generally balanced, whereas 
the other slopes are mostly active and have steep rocky wa ll s in their 
upper sections, with scree in their lower sections extending down to 
the flat loamy floor. The surface of the sediment that covers the floor 
is slightly uneven . Its highest position is in the northeast side at an 
e levation of 302m and at its lowest on the western side, at an 
e levation of 297m. Depressions up to 2m deep in the loamy sediment 
beneath the scree are most like ly a result of localized suffosion . 

Loamy sediment intill is more than 30m thick in the doline floor. 
The subsurface stnrcture of the floor sediment is similar to that 
described for Paukarjeva dolina (above). Considering the grea ter 
than 30m thickness of the loamy sediment till , the bedrock floor 
must lie more than 30m below the leve l of Ljubljansko barje (Figs 9, 
10 and II). 

NAGODETOV DOL 
Nagodetov dol collapse dol inc li es 70m south of the Veliko Okenee 
spring in the Retovje steephead valley and 50m northeast of 
Meletova dol ina. It is the sma llest and shallowest of the dolines in 
the study area. Its longest diameter is 85m and its shonest 65m, with 
an average depth of 18m and an approximate volume ofO.03MmJ 

Both the eastern and nonhern slopes are active, with steep rocky 
walls in their upper parts and scrce lower down. Al l other slopes arc 
mostly balanced. Deposits of loamy material have produced a 
completely flat floor at an e levation of 300.8m. The loamy sediment, 
which has low resistance (less than 50 ohm-m), is more than 15m 
thick, and the bedrock floor of the collapse must lie more than 12m 
below the level of Ljubljansko barje. The main water-tilled phreatic 
cave passages behind the Veliko Okence spring lie approx imately 
50m east of the doline (Ilie, 2002). 

Near the surface, in the eastern part of the doline floor , is a 
structure with a resistivity value of approximately 120 ohm-m. It 
consists of loamy material and limestone gravel dcrived from the 
scree in the eastern slope. Another structure with the same electrical 
resistivity at a depth of approximately 10m, also in the eastern part 
of the floor , most likely consists of similar material. The presence of 
this subsurfacc structure suggests there was contemporary 
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Figure 12: DEM oflhe Nagodelo v dol. shOll"ing Ihe ERI pro}ile direclion. 

sedimentation of thc loamy material and slope process deposits 
during development of the flat, loamy sed iment floor (Figs 12 and 
13). 

SUSMANOV A DOLlNA 
Susmanova dolina collapse doline lies near the steephead valley of 
Retovje and is separated from the Malo Okenee spring by an 8m
high ridge. The asymmetrical doline is elongated north - sOllth, with 
a 130m longest diameter, 70m shortest diameter, 18m average depth 
and a vol ume ofO.68 Mm3. 

The doline slopes are generally balanced; only in smaller sections 
on the south side are there patches of active slope. Just like the 
ground plan of the doline as a who le the loamy floor of the doline at 
elevation of 299m, is elongated, and it is completely flat. 

The average water level at the Malo Okence spring is about 
295m, which is on ly 4m lower than the flat loamy floor of the 
Susmanova dolina. Phreatic caves behind the spring extend north of 
the doline in the direction of the Veliki Moeilnik spring ( II ie, 2002). 

ERI survey of the doline revealed that its bedrock slopes are 
covered by a thin layer of less resistant soil and weathered rock. [n 
the centra l part of the doline the thickness of the loamy sediment is 
approximately 23m. Within the northern and southern parts of the 
bedrock floor vertical structures wi th lower resistivity values, 
ranging between 100 and 500 ohm-m, might be either faults or shafts 
that influenced doline fo rmation (Figs 14 and 15). On the basis of 
thi s evidence the bedrock floor of the collapse doline is at least 20m 
lower than the Ljubljansko barje flat . 

CONCLUSIONS 
Detailed investigation of collapse doline slopes and floors in the 
hinterland of the Ljubljanica River springs revealed : 
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Figure 13: ERI profile oflhe Nagode/(}, ' dol. 
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ERI profile direction : ~ 
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Figure 14: DEM o/the Slismanova dolina. showing the ERI profile direction. 

o Prevailing slopes are balanced. Slopes stil l affected by 
mechanical remova l of the rock mass occur rarely. 

o The collapse dolines were fo rmed above act ive phreati c cave 
passages, which in recent times were located below the level of 
Lj ublj ansko barj e. All explored act ive cave passages in the area 
are near collapse dolines. Cave passages that lead in the direction 
of co llapse dolines are no longer act ive and are therefore filled 
with fine sedi ment. 

o Successful application of the ERI method revealed details of the 
subsurface structure of the collapse doline fl oors. 

o The doline fl oors were inundated and leveled by emplacement of 
an infill of loamy sediment. Deposition of the sediment occurred 
from stagnant water bodies, which formed lakes within the 
dolines during periods of higher water table levels. A simi lar 
process that remains ac ti ve in the Grogarjev dol is the only 
known ongoing example of this type of deposition on the 
Sloven ian karst. 

o Doline fl oor elevations, which range between 294 and 304m 
above mean sea level, are re lated to the elevation of Ljubljansko 
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barje, which currently lies at 297m. 
o On the basis of the ERI derived da ta it appears that the thickness 

of loamy fi ll within the collapse dolines locally exceeds 30m, 
and the bases of a ll the fills that were studied extend below the 
current level of the Ljublj ansko Barje flat. However, it is 
acknowledged that the interpretation of ERI derived data is based 
purely upon knowledge of surface structures and parameters. 
There is currently no accessible borehole information to provide 
ground truthing and calibration. Thus, the data are uncalibrated 
and some va lues, particularly at greater depths, might be 
inaccurate. 
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Abstract: The Zagros Range of south-central Iran is characterized by long and regular anticlinal and 
synclinal folds. Most highlands arc karstified limestone and dolomite aquifers , which are sandwiched 
between thick non-karstic marl , marl stone, marly limestone, gypsum and anhydrite formations. 
Hydrochemical data from 19S karst springs. emcrging from five different karstic formations, were used to 
detem1ine the fac tors controll ing spring water quality. The size and boundaries of catchment area of each 
spring were determined using water balance and geological methods. The springs were class ifi ed based on 
water type and specific conductance ; and di scrimination ana lys is was perfom1ed on the major anions, 
cations, and the specific conductance of all the springs to confirm the proposed classification. The Piper 
diagram reveals bicarbonate, bicarbonate-dominant, sulphate-dominant, or chloride water type with specific 
conductances ranging from 190 to 13S00!lS/cm. The lithology of the neighbouring fom1ations and its extent 
of outcrop into the catchment area of the karst springs have a major effect on water quality. Large exposurcs 
of marl , marlstone, and marl y limestone on the catchment area of the karst springs can change bicarbonatc 
water to bi carbonate-sulphate, whercas gypsum and anhydrite produce sulphate-type waters. Sa lt domcs. and 
sa line water from adjacent lakes or a llu vial aquifers are the main sources for ch loride-type wate r. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The chemical composition and physical propcrties of karst springs 
rcflect the processes operat ing in the relevant geo logical 
environment. The quality of karst water is a funct ion of composition 
of precipitation, type of recharge water, lith ology of karst aqui fer 
rocks and neighbouring formati ons, type offlow (d iffuse or conduit), 
sa line water in trus ion, and anthropogen ic po lluti on (Appelo and 
Postma, 200S). 

Racisi and Karami ( 1996) and Keshavarz (2003) reported the 
averagc spec ific conductance of prec ipitat ion in the central-south of 
Iran to be l2.S!lS/cm and 40!lS/cm, respccti vely. The spec ific 
conductancc of precipitat ion is significa ntly lower than the spec ific 
conductance of karst springs, such that thc effect of precipitat ion is 
less important than that of the aqu ifer lithology on water quality 
(Hem, 1985; Ford and Willi ams, 1989; Raeis i and Karami. 1996; 
Lopez-Chicano et al., 200 I ; Reghunath et aI. , 2002; Tooth and 
Fa irchild, 2003; and Guier and ThYlle, 2004). Undcr this condition, 
the most intensive altcra tion of the chem ica l composi ti on of 
rai nwater occurs when it crosses thc unsat urated and saturated zoncs. 

More-developcd karst drainage impli cs shol1er residence times 
and thus, n0l111ally, lower minerali zati on. If the fl ow regi me is 
main ly diffuse in a karst region, water fl ow is slow and the residence 
time in th e aquifer is long. In this case, mineralization is genera ll y 
greater (Appe lo and Postama, 200S). The solubili ty of calcite and 
do lom ite by dissociation in pure. de-ioni zed water is very low. 
Investi ga tions ha ve shown that most of the cnhanccd solubili ty of 
carbonate minerals that occurs is due to Pem. However, the 
maximum solubi lities of ca lcitc and dolomitc at pH=7 are SOO and 
480 mg/I, respcctively, and their common ranges of abundance in 
karstic springs are both 10- 300 mg/I (Ford and Williams, 1989). 
Dissolution of calcitc and dolomite is limitcd to maximum values 
cven in a diffuse flow. I f the kars t watcrs are not in direct eontact 
with salt domes or gypsum/anhydritc evaporitc formations, the water 
is bi carbonate-rich and thc spec ifi c conductancc is less than SOO~LS/ 

cm (Raeisi and Moore, 1993). Andreo and Carrasco ( 1999) extended 
this limit to a range of 314 to SS4pS/cm with water types of 
bicarbonate-calcium and/or magnesium. The disso lution of gypsum 
and anhydrite causes a high level of sulphate in groundwatcr. 

although other sulphate-bcaring minerals may also contribute 
sulphate to the groundwater (Marfia et aI. , 2004; Gunn et al. , 2006; 
Krothe and Libra, 1983). [n carbonate terrains , concentrations of 
CaC03 higher than 3S0mgll are nea rly always a resu lt of enrichment 
by sulphates or ch lorides (Ford and Williams, 1989). Sal t occurs as 
beds. but in some cases, the sa lt is in the form of salt diapirs or sa lt 
domes. The mi xing of karst water with Na- CI or Ca- S04 waters 
decreases thc quality of karst watcr. Intrusion of sa line water into a 
karst aq uifer can significan tly changc thc quali ty of karst water 
(Rezaei el al., 200S). Anthropogenic processes, including 
gro undwater pollution by liquid wastes or leachates from so lid 
wastes, can also change the phys ica l and chemical characteristics of 
karstic springs drastically (A ley, 2000; Li el al. , 200S). 

Carbonate form ations crop out over about 23% of the Zagros 
Range of Iran (Raeisi and Kowsar, 1997). Formations overlying and 
undcrlying the carbonates arc composed of marl and/o r gypsum, 
whereas the interlayers are halite in some parts of the Zagros 
Mountains. Sa lt domes are in direct contact wi th karst fo rmati ons in 
some of the an ticlines. The ma in issues to be addressed in this s tudy 
include: a) classification of karst springs in the study a rea, b) 
determination of the main factors controll ing karst spring chemistry; 
and c) hydrochemical comparison of various carbonate formations' 
effects on water quality. 

GEOLOGICAL SETTING 
The study areas lie in the Zagros Range, south-central Iran, wi thin 
SI ° to 56° E and 27° 40' to 3 1 ° IS' N (Fig. I). Climatologicall y, the 
area is an arid to sem i-arid region with an average annua l 
precipitation and temperature of 400 mm.y(1 and 20°C, respectively 
(Rahim i, 2006). The Zagros Range consists of three zones, namely 
the Khozestan Plain, the Simply Folded Zagros and the High Zagros 
(Darvichzadeh, 199 1). The Khozestan Plain Zone consists of a llu vial 
sediments, which cover a ll un derlying fo rmations. The Simply 
Folded Zagros cons ists of long, linear, asymmetrica l folds. 
An ticl ines arc well-exposed and separated by broad va ll ey 
(Mi li aresis, 200 I). Fold axes have a northwest to southeast trend . 
The High Zagros is a narrow zone very close to the Main Zagros 
Thrust Fault . and it is crushed and intensively fau lted. 
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and I(C) respectively. Abbreviations: K.P: Khozestan Plain. LI: Bakhtegan Lake, L2: Ta.l'hk Lake, L3: Parishan Lake, L4: Maharll.llake. [Based on maps o.fthe 
Oil Company of Iran.} 

Geometrically, the Zagros anticlines are cylindrical in form and 
generally plunge beneath younger sediments at both ends. The young 
sediments that overlie karstic aquifers, include penneable and 
impenneable beds. Sediments fonn a thick cover over the synclines 
situated between anticlines. Only the tops of the anticlines are 
uncovered and expose carbonatc formations. At their bases karst 
aquifers are limited by impenneable fonnations (mostly marls) . The 
main source of recharge is direct precipitation on the karstic aquifer 
body. The recharge is mainly autogenic (Ashjari and Raeisi, 2006). 
A combination of joints and bedding planes play a role in 
transferring the groundwater through the vadose zone to the phrcatic 
zone. The impermeable fonnation below the karstic aquifer and/or 
interbedded shales and marls in karstic formations can block 
groundwater flow in a vertical direction. The steep slopes of the 
anticline limbs direct the flow away from the anticlinal crests via 
avai lable pathways. A main conduit system may develop at the foot 
of the anticline, parallel to the strike where the branches of diffuse 
flow or small-conduit flow join each other. The direction of flow at 
the feet of the anticline 's main conduit system depends mainly on the 
location of the discharge zones (Ashjari and Raeisi , 2006). 

Details of the sequence of fomlations at outcrop in the study 
areas are presented in Figure 2. In the following sections the main 
outcropping formations are discussed in decreasing order of age 
(James and Wynd, 1965; Stocklin and Setudehnia, 1971: 
Darvichzadeh, 1991 ; and Alavi 2004). 

112 

The Sunneh Fonnation consists of dolomitic limestone and 
dolomites, overlain by the Hith Fonnation, which comprises 
anhydrite-gypsum with interbedded dolomites where best developed 
in the south of the study area near the Persian Gulf, but changes to 
dolomite or dies out across the rest of the study area. Next, the 
Fahliyan Formation is limestone, the Gadvan Formation comprises 
limestone interbedded with marl , and the Dari yan Fonnation is also 
limestone. The Kazhdumi Fonnation includes marl at the top 
overlying argillaceous limestone and marl towards the base, whereas 
the overlying Sarvak Formation has a basal 250m of argillaceous 
limestone with an upper 570m of limestone. Above this the Gurpi 
Fomlation comprises marl and shale and the Pabdeh Fonnation 
includes calcareous shale, marl , and lime mudstone with subordinate 
argillaceous limestone. In interior parts of the study area, the upper 
part of the Gurpi and all of the Pabdeh formations are replaced by 
the Tarbur and Sachun formations respectively. The Tarbur 
Fonnation consists essentially of massive limestone, with limestone
dolomite in some parts. Within the 1400m-thick Sachun Fonnation 
argillite, shale and evaporites (mainly gypsum) are intercalated with 
thin-bedded dolomite. Generally the Jahrum Fonnation, comprising 
dolomite interbedded with dolomitic limestone, overlies the Pabdeh 
Formation, but in the interior of the study area, it overlies the Sachun 
Fomlation. Across most parts of the study area the Jahrum and 
Asmari fonnations are not differentiated. The Razak Fonnation is 
mainly marl , interbedded with silty limestone, and the Gachsaran 
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Figure I(B): Geological cross seClion elm",," along the line AB shmm on Figllre I(A). [Based on maps of/he Oil Company of Imn) 

Formation is composed of mUltiple sequences of variable thickness, 
and its lithology includes alternations of evaporites (gypsum, 
anhydrite and subord inate halite), shale, marl and (local ly) 
conglomeratic calcarenite. Overlying the Razak and Gachsaran 
formations , the lower part of the Mishan FOllllation is the Guri 
Member, consisting of 112m of limestone with bands of marlstone 
and marl. The upper part of the Mishan Formation comprises mar l 
aitellla ting with bands of shel ly limestone. Abovc this , the Aghajari 
Formation is composed mainly of carbonate-clast and polymict 
conglomerate, calcaren ite, cross-bedded sandstone, siltstone, marl , 
and lime-mudstone, overlain by the conglomerate , sandstone, 
siltstone and shale of the Bakhtiari Formation. 

METHOD OF STU DY 
The data of this research arc obtained from the Karst Research 
Centre of Iran, PhD and MSc theses of the Earth Sciences 
Department of Shiraz University, and the Fars Regional Water 
Organization (Naseri, 1991; Jahani 1994; Rajaei 1999; Rezaei 1998; 
Kowsar 1995; Pezeshkpour 1991 ; Raei si el aI., 1993 , 1998; Raeisi 
and Karami 1996, 1997; Rahnemaie 1994; Karst Research Centre of 
Iran 1993 , 1995, 1996, 2000; Keshavarz 2003). The chemical 
ana lyses in the dataset were tested for Charge Balance Erro r (CBE): 

CB£= lOO*[(Lcalions - I anions)/ (Icalions + I anions)] (I) 

On ly CBEs less than or equal to ± I 0% were acccpted fo r th is 
study. The next step included plotting the springs' locations on 
geological maps of 1/100,000 and 1/250,000 from the O il Company 
of Iran. Then , the size of the catchment area of each spring was 
determined us ing the fo llowing equation (Karimi, 2003; Karimi el 
al., 2005; Ashjari and Racisi , 2006): 

(2) 

In which A is thc catchment area of the spring in (km2), V is the 
total discharge of the spring during one hydro logical year in (m3y(I), 
P is the annual precipitation in (mm.yr-\ and 1 is thc rechargc 
coefficient (d imensionless) , which varies from 0 to I . The rech arge 
coefficient was estimated based on geological and climatic 
conditions, and previous researcher expcriences such as Rahnema ie 
( 1994); Karimi, (2003); Karimi el aI., (2005); Ashjari and Raeisi , 

Dist311t.:t: km 

(2006) . In equation (2) it is assumed that there is no allogenic input 
and the variation of storage over one hydro logical year is 
insignificant. 

Then , the ca lculated surface area (A) was compared to the 
probable boundary of the spring catchment area, which was 
determincd by the following assumptions and criteria (Karimi, 2003; 
Karimi el al., 2005; Ashjari and Raeisi, 2006): 

I . The catchment area is probably as closc as possible to the 
spring; 

2. The e levation of the catchment area must be higher than 
that of thc related spring and possible catchment arcas can 
be detennined us ing the topographical map of the region; 

3. There must be no impermeable fo rmations crossing the 
aquifer and possibly disconnccting one part from the 
spring; 

4 . The water budget must be balanced for thc total area of 
the main aquifer (or anticline) , in other words, the 
catchment areas of all the subaquifers must be 
determined; 

5. Geomorphology, geology, and tectonic settings must 
justify the catchment arca; 

6. The physicochemica l parametcrs should be in agreement 
with the lithology of the related karst aquifers and 
adjacent formations ; and 

7. Avai lable dye-tracing data may bc used to confirm or 
refute the proposed boundaries. 

The type of water was detemlined by the use of Piper diagrams. 
Discriminat ion analysis (DA) was applied on the major anions, 
cations, and specific conductances of all the springs . In DA, suppose 
that there are k dist inct populations (samples) lr /, ... lrk' The purposc is 
to classify an individ ual wi th observation X =(r/, ... xp} or a group of 
N individuals with observations XU= (Xulo" .xup), a = I , ... ,N, on p 
d ifferent charactcrs ( in this case meaning the chemical parameters of 
a samp le), characterizing the indi vidual or the group, into one of lr/, 

.. . lrk ' When considering the group of individuals, the basic 
assumption is that the group as a whole belongs to on ly one 
population among the k given. Furthermore, it is assumed that each 
of lr; can be specified by means of distribution function of a random 
vec tor, whose components represent random measurements on the p 

HlO 1:'0 

Figure I (C): Geological cross sec/ion drall'n along the line CD sholl'n on Figure I (A). [Based on maps of/he Oil Call/pan)' of fran.} 
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Age Fonnations Predominant Lithology 1l1ickness Figure 2: Stralig raphical 
coli/Inn Ihrough 'he Zagros. 
central-soulh Iran . [After 
Darvichzadeh, 1991: Alavi, 
2004: McQuarrie. 2004).} 
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different characters (Giri, 1977). The DA technique bui lds up a 
discriminant function for each group. It is a latent variable that is 
created as a linear combination of discriminating variables (chemica l 
parametcrs), such that L = b,x, + b1Xl + ... + b,,xp + c, where the b's 
are discriminant coefficients, the x's are discriminating variables, and 
c is a constant. This is analogous to mu ltiple regression, but the b's 
are discriminant coefficients that maximize the distance between the 
means of the criterion variable for grouping. Note that the foregoing 
assumes the discriminant function is estimated using ordinary least
squares . The correlations of each variable with each discriminant 
function are presented by a structure matrix. That is, the correlations 
of each independent variable with the discriminant scores associated 
with each given discriminant function. The correlations then serve 
like factor loadings in factor analysis by considering the sct of 
variables that load most heavily on a given dimension. The 
efficiency of discriminant functions can be tested by comparing the 
predictor variables follow mu ltivariate normal distributions with 
predefined groups. For more discussion about DA application in 
water resources classification, sce Ravichandran (1987), Alberto el 
aI. , (200 I), Lam-Hoai and Rougier (200 I). 

RESULTS 
Numbers of springs were 120, 49, 18, 5 and 3 in the Asmari-Iahrum 
(AJ), Sarvak (Sa), Dariyan- Gadvan- Fahl iyan (DGF), Tarbur (Ta) 
and Guri (Gu) format ions respectively (Fig. I). The Daryian , Gadvan 
and Fahl iyan format ions constitute a single hydrogeological unit in 
the catchment area of the springs emerging from these formations. 
Differences in the number of springs depend on the extent of outcrop 
of the karstic fonnations in the study area. Outcrop areas of the AI, 
Sa, DGF, Ta and Gu formations are 11303, 4560, 1685, 1215 and 
806km2, respectively. The springs were classified into four main 
groups based on the dominant type of water and the range of specific 
conductance (SC) (Table I). The type of water is bicarbonate in 
Group 81, bicarbonate-dom inant in Group 8 2, sulphate-dominant in 
Group S, and chloride in Group C. The first group (8 1) includes 112 
bicarbonate karst springs with SC values of less than 500IlS/cm. The 
sulphate and ch loride concentrations are almost constant in Group 
8 1• The main reason for SC enhancement is the higher dissolution of 
bicarbonate ions (Fig.3). The chemistry of Group 8 1 is mainly 
affected by the lithology of the karst formations and not by the 
neighbouring formations' lithology. 
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Of the 43 springs of Group 8 2, 3 arc bicarbonate, 36 bicarbonate
su lphate, and 4 bicarbonate-ch loride. The SC ranges from 500 to 
I 160IlS/cm (Table I) in this group. Whereas the three bicarbonate 
springs plot in the bicarbonate region in the Piper diagram, they are 
very close to the ch loride boundary, and therefore, they are almost of 
the bicarbonate-chloride type. The ratios of average bicarbonate, 
sulphate and chloride concentrations in Group 8 1 to Group 8 2 are 
1.5, 4.7 and 4.3, respectively. Therefore, the main reason fo r SC 
enhancement in thi s group is sulphate and chloride concentrations 
(Fig.3). Water type in Group S is sulphate in 18 of the springs and 
sulphate-chloride in 8 of the springs. The SC ranges from 1160 to 
1850IlS/cm in this group. 8icarbonate concentration is almost 
constant in most of the springs and the main reason for the increase 
in SC is mainly the sulphate concentration (Fig.3). There are no 
springs in this group with SC in the range 1850 to 2300IlS/cm. 
Group C consists of 14 chloride-type springs with SC ranging from 
2300 to I 3500IlS/cm. [n this case the main reason for SC 
enhancement is the chloride concentration (FigA). Discrimination 
ana lysis has been carried out on the major anions, cat ions and the SC 
of all the springs. The resu lts confirmed the proposed classification, 
especially in Group 81, S, and C (Table 2) . Out of the 43 springs of 
Group B2, 8 springs were misclassified as Groups 8 1, and 2 springs 
were incorrectly designated as Group S. This was not unexpected 
because Group 8 2 covers the transition between bicarbonate- and 
sulphate-type waters . 

Each group of karstic springs was categorized on the basis of the 
type of karstic formations cropping out in its catchment area (Table 
3). DGF and Ta were classified in Group 8 1, Gu in Group C, Sa in 
Group 8 1, 8 2 and C, and AJ in Group 8 1, B2, Sand C. 

DARI YAN-GADVAN-FAHLIYAN 
FORMATIONS 

Water type in the Dariyan- Gadvan- Fahliyan (DGF) format ions is 
bicarbonate calcite (Fig.5A) with SC ranging from 364 to 45 I IlS/cm 
(Table 3). Ca/Mg molar ratios can be used to differentiate limestone 
and dolomite groundwater sources. The relationship between Ca and 
Mg concentrations in the 8 1 Group is shown in Figure 6. CalMg 
molar ratios greater than 3 for most DGF springs demonstrate the 
limestone lithology of these fomlations . The bicarbonate type and 
SC values less than 4511lS/cm in all karst springs emerging from 
DGF can be explained as follows: 



Main SC 
Water Type 

Number of 
Ca Mg Na HCOl S04 CI 

Q 
groups (IJScm-1

) springs (LS-1
) 

8 1 <500 Bicarbonate 112 2.1 1.0 0.2 2.7 0.4 0.4 5-3112 

Bicarbonate , 
8 2 500 -1160 Bicarbonate - sulphate , 43 3.2 2.5 2.1 4.1 1.9 1.7 5 - 2855 

Bicarbonate - chloride 

S 1160 - 1850 Sulphate, 
26 7.4 5.6 2.3 3.1 9.2 2.6 5 -163 Sulphate - chloride 

-- -

C 2300 -13500 Chloride 14 12.5 9.4 30.8 2.3 11 .0 42.0 5-98 

Table I . Classification o{karst springs based on SC alld Imtertype. Unit of al'erage ion concel11ration is meqllitre. 

I) the DGF lithology is limestonc ; 
2) the Hith Fonnation changes into dolomite or dies out in the 
catchment area of the springs. Thus the underlying rock is the 
massive limestone of the Sumlch Fonnation . The contact 
lithology overlying the DGF formations is dark arg ill aceous 
limestone and marl of thc Kazhdumi Fomlation, which is not 
capable of changing the water quality of thc DGF fonnations 
significantly; 
3) neither salt domes nor saline lakes are situated near the 
catchment areas of the springs. 

SARVAK FORMATION 
The numbers of springs emerging from the Sarvak Formation are 3 1, 
II , and 7 in groups 8 1, 8 2 and C respecti vely (Table 3). The type of 
water in Group B1 is b icarbonate and the SC ranges from 190 to 
500IlS/cm. The Ca/Mg molar ratio of most Sarvak springs is greater 
than 3, demonstrating the limestone lithology of these formation . 
The high water quality of Sarvak springs in Group 8 1 is justified as 
follows: 

~ 

Q) .... 

c 
0 
CU 
~ .... 
c 
Q) 
() 
C 
0 

I) The lower part of the Sarvak Formation consists of 
argillaceous limcstone, which prevents hydraulic continuity with 
the underlying Kazhdumi Fonnation ; 
2) The contact lithology of thc ovcrlying Gurpi Fonnation is 
marl , which is effectively impermeabl e, limiting water flow from 
Gurpi to Sarvak . Water type in the Gurp i Formation is sulphate 
(Raeisi and Moore, 1993). Any effect of the Gurpi Fonnation on 
the quality of the Sarvak springs depends on the extent of the 
exposed area of the Gurpi. If the Gurpi crops out extensively in 
the catchment area of the springs, it may change the type of water 
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from bicarbonate to bicarbonate-su lphate or sulphate. The large 
number of bicarbonate-type springs reflects the limited outcrop 
area of the Gurpi Formation in the catchment of those Sarvak 
springs classified in Group 8 1 ; 

3) The catchment areas of thc springs are remote from salt 
sources. 
In Group 8 2, the SC of Sarvak springs ranges from 5 10 to 

I 160IlS/cm and the water type is bicarbonate in 3 springs, 
bicarbonate-sulphate in 4 springs, and bicarbonate-chloride in 4 
springs (Table 3). The CalMg molar ratios of groups 8 2, S and Care 
less than 3 in all karstic fonnation s (Fig.7). The main source of 
sulphate ions in the four bicarbonate-sulphate springs is the effect of 
an extensive Gurpi Fonnation outcrop. The ch loride concentration is 
so high in the three bicarbonate springs that it falls near the 
boundary of the chloride zone in the Piper diagram. Because of this, 
the water type can be considered as bicarbonate-chloride. The three 
bicarbonatc and three bicarbonate-chloride springs are located near 
the high salinity alluvial aquifer adjacent to the saline Tashk Lake 
(Raeisi e/ of. , 1998). In trusion of saline water from the adjacent 
alluvia l aquifer increases the chloride concentration in the karst 
springs . Seven springs emerging from the Sarvak Fonnation belong 
to Group C. The SC of these springs ranges from 2720 to 991 O~lS/ 

cm with an average chloride concentration of 49.8 meq/litre (Table 
3). Four of these springs are located near the high sal ini ty alluvial 
aquifcr adjacent to the saline Tashk Lake (Raeisi e/ 01. , 1998; Raeisi 
and Nejati , 2000), but the salinity of the adjacent alluvium is higher 
than that of the alluvium adjaccnt to the Sarvak springs of Group Bz. 
The three others chloride springs are near salt domes cropping out in 
the catchment of the kars t springs. 

Figure 3: Variation of 
major anions with 
specific conductivity 
for springs with 
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less thal1 2000"S em-l 
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Number of springs Number of springs predicted based on predefined 
by discriminant ana lysis criteria 

Main groups Total 8 1 8 2 5 C 
-

8 1 112 108 4 0 0 

8 2 43 8 33 2 0 
--

5 26 0 0 25 1 

C 14 0 0 0 14 
--'-

Table 2. Classification of springs based on major ions and SC using 
discriminant analysis. 

TARBUR FORMATION 
Five springs emerge from thc Tarbur Formation and all are c lassified 
in Group 8] . Ca/Mg molar ratio varies from I to 3 in all of the 
Tarbur springs, the SC ranges from 249 to 3561lS/cm and the water 
type is bicarbonate-calcium-magnesium (Tablc 3). As explained 
above, the underlying marl of thc Gurpi Formation does not affect 
the water quality significantly. Additionally, the Gurpi Formation 
outcrop is limited in the catchment area of these springs. The contact 
lithology of the Sachun Fonnation above the Tarbur consists of marl , 
marlstone and silty limestone. The high water quality of the Tarbur 
springs implies that they are not affec ted by the adjacent formations 
and that the catchment areas of the springs are not close to a source 
of salt. 

ASMARI-JAHRUM FO RMATIONS 
A total of 120 karst springs emerge from th e combined Asmari
Jahrum (AI) formations , comprising 58, 32, 23, and 7 in groups 8i> 
8 2, Sand C respectively (Table 3). Ca/Mg molar ratios vary from I 
to 3 in 46 of the AJ springs in Group 8] , reflecting the dolomite and 
limestone lithology of these formations. The Ca/Mg molar rat io of 
less than I in twelve of the AJ springs is most probably due to 
extensive flow of water in the dolomite part of the Al fomlations. 
Ca/Mg molar ratios in groups 8 2, Sand C arc less than 3 in all 
springs. The Al overlies thc Pabdeh and Sachun formations in the 
catchment arca of 102 and 18 of the springs, respectively. The 
underlying Pabdeh Formation does not affect the water quality of the 
Al karst springs significantly because the lithology of the Pabdeh at 
the contact with AJ is marly limestone. Additionally, the Pabdeh 
Formation is exposed only in the catchment areas of 27 springs 
classified in Group 8]. 

[n cases where the AJ formations overlie the Pabdeh Formation, 
the overlying Razak or Gachsaran formations determine the spring 
quality. Therc are 55 , 23 and I springs in groups 8] , 8 2 and C 
respectively where there is a boundary between the Pabdeh and 
Razak fonnations (Table 4). The high number of springs in groups 
8] and 8 2 is related to the contact lithology of the Razak Fonnation, 
which is mainly altemating layers of marly limestone and silty 

Main Kars t Water type 5C Q 

groups formations (1J5cm-1) (L5-1) 

DGF HC03 - Ca 364 - 451 14 - 344 

Sa HC03 - Ca 190 - 500 5 - 3112 
8 1 

Ta HC03 - Ca - Mg 249 - 356 5- 30 

AJ HC03 - Ca - Mg 260 - 500 5 - 2855 

HC03 - CI 
Sa HC03 - S04 510 - 1160 5 -127 

HC03 
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Figllre 4: Variation a/major anions with specific conductivity for all springs. 

marl stonc. The effect of the Razak Formation on the water quality 
depcnds on the extent of the Razak Formation outcrop on the AJ 
fomlations. As the exposed area increases, the springs are 
categorized as Group 8 2 instead of 8]. Intrusion of saline water 
changed the type of water from groups B] or B2 to Group C in one 
spring. 

In 23 cases the Pabdeh Formation underlies and the Gachsaran 
Formation ovcrlies the Al fonnations. The contact lithology of the 
Gachsaran Formation is anhydrite and gypsum with th in interbeds of 
limestone and marl. The numbers of springs in groups B] , 8 2, Sand 
C arc 3, 9, 8 and 3, respectively (Tab le 4). High numbers of karst 
springs in groups 8 2 and S reflect the deleterious effect of the 
Gachsaran Fonnation. The distribution of springs in groups B i> B2 
and S depends on the extent of Gachsaran Formation outcrop area on 
the AJ formations or the change of Gachsaran lithology due to 
extrcme mobi lity and being responsive to differential pressures 
(Stock lin and Setudehnia, 1971). The SC of three Group C springs 
with ovcrlying Gachsaran Formation lies between 2350IlS/cm and 
12100IlS/cm, with an average chloride concentration of 47.0 meq/ 
litrc . Salt domes cropping out in the catchment area of these springs 
are the source of the sal inity. 

In 18 springs the combined Al formations are bounded by the 
wlderlying Sachun Formation and the overlying Razak Formation. 
Fifteen of these springs are classified in Group S and three in Group 
C (Tablc 4). SC ranges from 1260 to 1850IlS/cm in Group S. 
Massive gypsum and marls of the Sachun Formation at the contact 
with the Al formations are the main cause of water deterioration in 
Group S. The Razak Formation is not the cause of low water quality 
because, as discusscd, the springs emerging from the AJ formations 
sandwichcd between the Razak and Pabdeh formations are classified 
in groups 8 ] and 8 2. SC of three springs in Group C ranges from 
5670 to 5750IlS/cm. Salt dome outcrops in the catchment area of 
these springs are the source of chloride . Water type of the AJ springs 

No. of Ca Mg Na HC03 504 CI Ca/Mg springs 

18 2.2 0.6 0.4 2.6 0.2 0.5 4.3 

31 2.1 0.4 0.2 2.2 0.3 0.4 5.3 

5 2.1 1.2 0.2 2.8 0.2 0.4 1.7 

58 2.0 1.6 0.2 3.0 0.5 0.4 1.6 

11 3.6 3.0 3.3 5.0 2.0 2.7 1.2 
8 2 -- -- -

AJ HC03 - S04 500 - 1060 5 - 2800 32 2.8 2.1 0.8 3.2 1.7 0.7 1.3 
HC03 

AJ S04 1260 -1850 5 -163 23 9.0 5.5 3.2 3.0 10.3 3.8 1.6 
5 S04 - CI 

Gu S04 1190 -1510 5- 20 3 5.8 5.7 1.4 3.1 8.2 1.4 1.0 

Sa CI 2720 - 9910 12 - 66 7 10.7 10.1 35.0 2.5 8.0 49.8 1.1 
C 

AJ CI 2350 -13500 12 - 98 7 14.3 8 .8 26 .6 2.1 13.2 34.5 1.6 

Table 3. Water types, number of springs, discharge, SC range and major ions of karst formations in each group. Unit of concentration is meq/l itre. 
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-
Type of water 1 __ -Main Underlying Formation Overlying Formation SC Ran~e 

Groups 
- - - ---- 1 ------ (I.IScm- ) 

Formation No_ of Springs Formation No_ of Springs 

Razak 55 HC03 - Ca - Mg 260 - 500 
Pabdeh 58 B, 

Gachsaran 3 HC03 - Ca - Mg 350 - 390 

Razak 23 HC03 - S04 500 - 1010 
Pabdeh 32 - _.- - - -- ----B2 

I Gachsaran 9 HC03 -S04 520 - 1150 

Pabdeh 
I 

8 Gachsaran 8 S04 (6), S04 - CI (2) 1270 - 1680 
S 

Sachun 15 Razak 15 S04 (9), S04 - CI (6) 1260 - 1850 

Sachun 3 Razak 3 CI 5670 - 5750 
--

C 
I 

1 
Gachsaran 3 CI 2360 - 12100 

Pabdeh 4 I-- - - --- ~ ---
Razak 1 CI 13500 

Table 4. Number o/springs in each spring group in each/ormation over~\ ' ing and IInderly ing the combined Asmari-Jahnl/" jonnatiol7S. 

is bicarbonate-dominant, except where affected by neighbouring 
evaporite formations, salt domes and/or sa line water intrusion . 

GUru MEMBER 
The three karst springs of the Guri Member of the Mishan Formation 
are categorized in Group S, with SC va lues ranging from 1190 to 
1510flS/cm and an average sulphate content of 8.2 meq/litre (Table 
3). Ca/Mg molar ratios of the springs arc less than 3, which is 
unexpected in the Guri Member with its limestone lithology. In sp ite 
of the domin ant limestone lithology of the Guri Member, the 
presence of bands of marlstone and marl , the sma ll thickness (112m) 
of the Guri Member among the other studied karst formations, and 
the lithologies of adjacent formations (marl and gypsum in the 
Gaehsaran Formation and marls in the Mishan Fonnation) contribute 
to a re lative increase of su lphate concentration and the absence of 
bicarbonate water-type. 

CONCLUSION 
The water quality of karst springs depends on the lithology of 
neighbouring formations . If the lithologics of the neighbouring 

Figure 5: Piper diagram/or springs 0/ 
A) Dariyan-Gadvan-Fahliy an. B) 
Sarvak, C) Gliri and Tarbllr. and D) 
Asmari-Jahrum/ol"llJations. 

(5C) 

formations are marlstone, si lty limestone, argillaceous limestone. 
marly limestone and/or marl wi th limited outcrop area on the karst 
fonnations, the water quality is not reduced . In such cases, the 
chemistry o f karst springs is controll ed mainl y by the li thology of 
the water route inside the karst formation and the type of water is 
bicarbonate (Group B I)' As the marl or marly limestone on the karst 
fonnations increases, the water type may change from bicarbonate 
(Group B1) to bicarbonate-sulphate (Group B2). If gypsum and 
anhydrite arc the contact lithology of neighbouring formations, the 
water type is bicarbonate-sulphate (Group B2) or sul phate (Group S) 
depend ing upon the extent of the outcrop area of gypsum and 
anhydrite on the kars t format ions . Intrusion of saline water from 
neighbouring lakes or allu vial aquifers into karst aq uifers , and the 
mixing of saline water from salt domes with the karst water are the 
main sources of chloride-type waters. It appears that the li thology of 
overlai n and underlain fo rmations can influence the chemica l 
charac teri st ics of karst water, provided that the layers have elevated 
marl , gypsum and/or sal t. To what extent the chemical influences 
exerted by overl ain or underlain format ions affect the karst water 
needs more data, because the influences of the layers are to some 

(50) 
o Tarbur 
.& GUli 

OB I 
.& B2 
65 
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extent similar. The karst water is infl uenced by surface drainage 
entering the aquifer and by subsurface contact with neighbouring 
layers. 

Ca/Mg molar ratios o f groups 8 2, Sand C are less than 3 in a ll 
karstic formations, which is unexpected in the Sarvak Formation and 
Guri Member with their limestone lithology. It can thus be 
concluded that the Ca/Mg molar ratio can distingui sh the type of 
lithology of the water route in karstic springs if the water type is 
bicarbonate and the SC is less than abo ut 500flS/cm. 
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Abstract: Poldi Fuhrich ( 1898- 1926) of Salzburg became one of the lead ing cave explorers o f the 1920s, a 
remarkable achi evement for a woman at that timc. Eac h year from 19 19 to 1925 she was in the front line of 
new explorat ion in Austria 's E isriesenwelt. In 1925 she was one of the surveyors in the Poulnagollum river 
cave in Ireland, and she also vis itcd caves in France, Germany, Moravia, Dalmatia, Sloveni a and Brazil. Her 
unpubli shed documents and photographs from 1921 , when she was working deep in Skocjanske jame, revea l 
much about Robert Oedl 's surveying methods and about the ir Slovene ass istants. At the age of 28 she died 
in a cave accident while exploring the Lurgrotte in Austria. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Poldi Fuhrich I was probably the first woman anywhere in the world 
to take part in especially d ifficult exp loration, some of it original, in 
many caves. It was at a time ( 19 19-1926) when women were st ill 
not encouraged to participate in such aetivities . 

As wi ll be seen, she was a key member of the team extending the 
great Eisriesenwelt ice cave in Austria, a cave th at was testi ng the 
then limits of exploration techniques. Shc worked also in the far 
reaches of the exceptiona lly difficult Skocjanske jame river cave in 
S lovenia, and she met her death at the age of 28 during explorat ion 
of the long Austrian cave Lurgrotte. In add ition, she joi ned explorers 
in many other parts of Europe and in Brazi l, to vis it their caves. 
Personal recollections emphasize her enthusiasm, personality, 
ability, strength and courage. The impress ion she made in Ireland in 
1925 remains particularly vivid. 

Her work is considered in more detail below, but at this stage it is 
appropriate to place her activity in the context of what was normal 
for women at that time. Women were not altogether excluded from 
cave exploration in the I 920s, as they were from most golf clubs for 
example, but many cave clubs would not accept them as members, in 
the same way as many sc ientific societies had previously excluded 
them. In England the University of Bristol Spclaeologica l Society 
was unique when it was formed in 19 19, in that women were 
admitled2 The Kustenland (Trieste) section of the Deutscher und 
Osterreichischer Alpenvercin , whi ch explorcd Skocjanske jame from 
1884 until World War I, did accept women members, but they d id 
not participate in the exploration. 

Until 1919 the few women to make difficult explorations were 
taken, or lowered by winch, into known caves. Perhaps thc first of 
these was made by Lady El izabeth Berkely Craven2a who, in 1786, 
was taken into a cave on the Greek Island of Ant iparos. There wcre 
two rope ladders, and a rope handl ine was necessary in other steep 
p laces. Notable also was Lil y Ellen May Johnson (1879-1963), who 
went down the Engli sh caves Eldon Hole (6 Im) in 1904, Gapi ng 
Gill ( 103m) in 1904 and 1908 and Alum Pot (73m) in 19083 All 
these descents wou ld have been made by winch or rope ladder. In 
1921, when Poldi was at the height of her power, Dina Dobson 
( 1885- 1968) of Bristol was noted for being the first woman to 
descend tbe 12m ladder pitch with a waterfall in Swi ldon's Hole4 In 
1930, after Poldi Fu hri ch's achievements were known, Hela Krajac 
(b. 1889) descended the 120m pitch of Jama Vamaca in the Ve lebit 
(Dalmatia)5 

Among the Sa lzburg exp lorers of Eisriesenwe lt from 19 19, 
however, women , though a minority, were not an exception6

.
7

. 

Besides Pold i, there was Marta Biebl ( 1902-1998) who later married 
Fri edrich Oedl ( 1894-1 969) who led the exp lorations of the cave 
and arranged it for public visits. She was the mother of the late 
Friedrich Oed l (1925-2006), an important sou rce of infomlation for 

this paper. A Kathe Oed l is also listed among the explorers of 19196 

Nevertheless, in the wider world women cave exp lorers were sti ll 
regarded as rarities , if not curiosities. Thus even in 1934 the survey 
of Poulnagollum cave in Ireland was reported as "by two Austrians 
(one a lady),,8 One of her obituaries9 stated "she is the first 
internationally knoll'n wOll1an cave explorer ". 

It must be emphasized here, however, that Poldi 's reputation is 
not dependent on her being female. She eamed it by her own 
achi evements and persona lity during the seven years before her 

Figure /, Poldi Fuhrich, a porlrail by A Asal in 192217 A close Fiend) 
makes much of her nOl'lllOlIyjo),olls nalure. so il seems she did nOllike silling 
for aformal portrail. 
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Figure 2. A silver version of rhis badge (2 7111111 wide) was O\1'Qrded ro Poldi 
Fuhrich in 1924. In recenr years a similar badge in bronze. wirh rhe Sociery 's 
name replaced by 'Ursus ;,pelaeus ·. has heen IIsed as a membership badge. 

untimely death. It was all the more remarkable because at that time 
she was not following a nom1al path, for there were no previous 
examples to follow . She had the good fortune to be among 
colleagues, some of the foremost cave cxplorers of the pcriod, who 
did not regard her as an oddity and who acccpted her gratefully for 
what she was. 

Sources for this study are sparse. Apart from the informative 
ob ituaries, there are printed accounts of thc Eisriesenwe lt and 
Lurgrotte explorations and, for the formcr, there are I ists of 
participants in each of the main cxpeditions6

• There a lso exists one 
short manuscript account lO written by Poldi , summarizing her 
activities in 1924. For her part in the Skocjanskc jame work of 1921 
nothing has been published exccpt a single paragraph in some 
Austrian newspapers I I , but it can be deduced in the unpublished 
doctoral thesis l2 of her colleague Robert Oedl, and from a 
remarkable series of original photographs by his brother Friedrich 13 
(often called Fritz, the more familiar version of the name). A list of 
some of his photographs is held by the Verein fLir Hohlenkunde in 
Salzburg and this provides the dates on which they were taken. 

It is for this reason that spccial attention is given herc to 
Skocjanske jame. Not only do thesc sources provide vivid 
infonnation and images ofPoldi ' s act ivities there, but they a lso give 
previously unpublished information about the surveying undertaken 
there by Robert Oedl in the following ycar. 

[n addition to these sources there is almost certainly othcr 
unpublished material that has not yet been located. As Poldi wrote 
her summary of what she did in 1924 10

, it is likely that similar 
acccounts exist somewhere for othcr years. A diary is known to have 
been written for her 1925 visit to caves in Brazil , but it cannot now 
be found ; and if there is one diary, there are probably others. Perhaps 
this paper will stimulate Austrian karst historians to search fllJiher. 

POLDI FUHRIeR 
Leopoldine Fuhrich l4 . 15 (Fig. I ), almost always known as Poldi , was 
bom at Salzburg in 1898, some time before 22 Ma/ 6 In November 
1922 she was li sted in the membership list of the Speleological 
Soc iety of Wien as a sUldent at Wien Un ivcrsi ty17, where she studied 
zoology, botany and physical education9 At one time she taught 

~.t 
Figure 3. Poldi 's signatllre in 192411J 
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biology and physical training at the Realgymnasium (h igh school) 
for girls at Hietzing in Wien. Her teaching was enhanced by stories 
of her own experiences in Austria and abroad, and she was 
considered one of the hardest working and most capable of the 
young womcn teachers. She enjoyed athletics and was a capable 
mountain walker and skier l4 . Her biological interests from university 
rcmained, for the fauna and flora of Lurgrotte were one of the 
reasons for her fatal vis it therc in 192618 

At the age of 2 1, in 191 9, she joined in the first of her major 
exploring expeditions in the now 40km-long Eisriesenwelt, the 
largest ice cave in Austria. She hardly evcr missed explorations in 
that cave and soon she was familiar with many other Alpine caves l4 . 
In Eisriesenwelt she made some explorations by herself and she 
frequently substituted as a cave guide there9 

As her reputation grew, she was invitcd to karst regions in other 
countries including Ireland and Brazil. These experiences broadened 
not only her knowledge of caves but also of exploration 
techniques l4 [n August 1924 at the early age of 26 she was awarded 
the si lvcr Hohlenplakette (cave badge) (Fig.2) of the Hauptverband 
Deutscher Hohlenforschcr at a meeting in Nlimberg l5 

Her obiulary writers9. 14 emphasize her positive out look on life, 
her humour, infectious enthusiasm, single-mindedness when 
appropriate, and modesty: "she hated it when her achievements were 
lauded in public ,,9 She must have been a great personal loss, as well 
as a loss to the cave world. 

Poldi's summary of her 1924 cave activities lO
, sent to her friend 

and colleague Erwin Angennayer (1888- 1963) provides us with a 
spec imen of her handwriting (Fig.3). 

Her cave work is , of course, the subject of the rest of this papcr, 
and her death in the Lurgrotte on 23 May 1926 will be described. 

ROBERTOEDL 
It is convenient also to summarize the li fe of Robert Oedl at thi s 
stage, for he was a co lleague of Poldi, working with her in 
Eisriescnwelt for scveral years and having her as his professional 
companion during his 1921 visit to Skocjanske jame. He and Erwin 
Angennayer were probably the people closest to her, influencing her 
and in tum being affected by hcr encrgy and enthusiasm. 

Franz Robert Oedl was known only as Robert Oedl 17 until quite 
late in life when he started to use the Franz as weIl 19,20. He was bom 
in the same ycar as Poldi (1898)20 and died in his 80'h year on 10 
January 197821.12.23.24. He had begun exploring caves in 1913 while 
still at school. After serving in the Navy in World War [ he 
graduated as an engineer at the Technical University of Mlinchen in 
1922 and in 1924 he gained his engineering doctorate there for his 
thcsis on Skocjanske jamc l2 This was based on work he did there in 
September 1921 (with Poldi) and April 1922, and involvcd much 
surveying both underground and in the dolines on the surface . He is 
seen in Figs 7 and 10. 

Already in 1920 he had been surveying in Eisriesenwelt whcrc 
hc, too, was one of the exploring team for many years. In 1923 he 
was appointed to manage the state-owned tourist caves of Dachstein, 
exp loring, surveying and preparing them for tourists25 . [n 1955 he 
commissioned the cable car system at Eisriesenwelt to facilitate 
access to the cave. 

EISRIESENWELT, 1919-1925 
The entrance to this , perhaps the most important ice cave in the 
world, is at an altitude of 1656m, 34km from Salzburg. First noticed 
in 1879, serious exploration started in 1913 but was halted by World 
War 1. From 1919 one or more expeditions took place each year and 
Poldi was certainly part of the exploring team in 19 196

, 192026, 
1921 27, 19226, 1924 10 and 192526; and probably also in 1923. Thesc 
expeditions were at the then limits of technically possible. The dates 
of discovery of the very extensive new passages and halls are 
recorded on the successive versions of the I :3000 published survey 
by Waltcr Czoemig and Robeti Oedl: thus to the Dom des Grauens 
in 191928 , to Tropfsteindom in 192029, to the TrUmmerhalie in 
192 129, etc. One place is named Poldi Dom6

; another, Poldischluf. 
Also present in 1924 was thc Austra li an , George Elliot BrutonI0.30, 

who is mentioned aga in in connection with Poldi's visits to Moravia, 
Dalmatia, Brazil and Ireland . 



SKOCJANSKE JAME, 1921-1922 
Poldi Fuhrich was at Skocjan from 6 to 16 September 1921 , together 
with Robert Oedl, who was working for his doctoral thesis. With 
them was Robert ' s older brother Friedrich (1894-1969)31, who took 
many photographs 13

, which are valuable for placing just where in 
Skocjanske jame they were working and who was there with them32 

Among those prescnt was Anton Meeraus (1892- 1979i3
, formerly 

of the Deutsche und Osterreichische Alpenverein Kustenland section 
at Trieste and then of its successor, the Circolo Alpino Trieste, who 
made the visit possible. Meeraus had already in 19 13 been adding to 
the earlier survey of the cave made by Hanke and Marinitsch34.35 He 
was also involved in the Eisriesenwelt exploration, where the 
Meeraus Labyrinth, discovered in 1921 , was named after him. 

Nineteen of Friedrich Oedl's photographs show Poldi Fuhrich, 
Robert Oed l and Anton Meeraus in the cave13 Those taken deep 
inside the cave are known to have been taken on 9 September27 In 
Fig.4 a wooden boat36 is being carried down to the underground river 
at the far end of Martelova dvorana (Martel Hall) to enable the 
explorers to pass across the Martelovo jezero (Martel Lake) into 
Marchesettijeva dvorana. In Fig.537 the boat is afloat in Mrtvo jezero 
(Dead Lake), even further into the cave; and in Fig.6 the explorers, 
still with bare feet after the boat journey, are attempting to cl imb up 
a fissure in the Mrtvo jezero chamber, using some of the driftwood 
that commonly accumu lates there. Poldi Fuhrich is prominent in all 
three of these pictures. 

It should be remembered that the distance from the cave entrance 
to Mrtvo jezero (Figs 5 and 6) is 2080m and that the way there is so 
difficult that it took six years of exploration (1884- 1890) for the 
original exp lorers to reach it. Much of the route uses narrow ledges 
with iron handrails some 20m above the river on the vertical walls of 

the canyon whose total height vari es from 75m to 146m. The 192 1 
explorers ' boat would have avoided these for part of the way, but it 
was sti ll a difficult journey. 

The two Oedl brothers were in tbe cave again at Easter 1922. 
They were then mainly occupied with surveying38

, though some had 
already been done in the previous year when Poldi was with them 
(see Fig.7). This li tt le-known survey work deserves special attention 
here. 

Besides the intr insic difficulties of surveying in a large cave, they 
operated under extra constraints because of the sensitive political 
situation close to the new Jugoslav/ltalian border so soon after the 
end of the war. Despite formal approval from the Italian consul ate in 
Munich to bring their instruments into the newly Italian territory, 
they found it prudent to usc unobtrusive apparatus so as to attract 
little attention, especia ll y when working on the surface in daylight. 

Time for surveying was a lso limited as there was also much other 
work to do, such as research and photography. It was impossible to 
resurvey the whole cave and, in any case, they recogni zed the quality 
of the previous Austrian work by Hanke and Marinitsch. So, for 
much of the cave they made onl y repeat measurements to verify the 
accuracy of the earlier survey. They used theodolites and steel tapes 
where the survey point were roomy enough. When tripods could not 
be used, hand-held Bnll1ton pocket compasses and clinometers were 
used. These checks generally confirmed the previous survey, though 
it is strange that they did not detect the gross error where it gave the 
wrong orientation to the Hanke Kanal passage. They did however 
resurvey the dry passiages of Tiha jama and also the very end of the 
river cave from Martelova dvorana to Mrtvo jezero (Fig.8). [n this 
last the orientation of the passage is correct, in contrast to the Hanke
Marinitsch plan. 

Figllre 4. Moving the boat towards the river in Martelova dvorana. 9 September 192 f l (photograph by F Oedl). From left to right: Franc Cerkvenik. Miklo v: 
Poldi Fuhrich; Jone:c De/e:c. ivY/kov. 
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Figure 5. The boat on Mrtvo je::ero, 9 September 192117 (photograph by F Oedl). From left to right Anton Meeraus: Poldi Fuhrich; Franc Cerkvenik, Miklov. 

Oedl considered that the two main dolines, Velika and Mala 
dolina, had not previously been mapped in sufficient detail. He did 
not have time for a full tachymetric survey so he combined a 
theodo li te survey with a stereophotogrammetric record, using a 
stereo-comparator for thc plate pairs. The resulting plan and 
elevation39 included also the large underground chambers 
Schmidlova dvorana, Rudolfova dvorana and Svetinova dvorana, but 
these are not based on stereophotogrammetry. Even his newly made 
plan of the Mrtvo jezero area (Fig.8) marks the locations of camera 
positions and directions as if the technique were used there also. 

Oedl's detailed measurements of thc great passages near the 
entrance enabled him to construct a 3-dimensional model of that part 
of the cave at a scale of I :500. The model itself at the Deutsches 
Museum at Miinchen was destroyed by bombing during World War 
II, but a photograph of it survi ved (Fig.9). Skocjanske jame seems to 
have inspired production of hollow models of that kind, including 
one, at the same scale, made in 1894 by Franz von Hopfgartner, who 
was a member of the Section Kiistenland, which was surveying the 
cave at that time. The original is in the Civici Musei di Storie ed 
Arte in Trieste and a copy of it is displayed in the museum at 
Skoejanske jame. Unlike Oedl's later model it is almost entirely 
restricted to the land surface and the great dolines. Another model 
showing the whole length of the cave, was made between 1929 and 
1933 for ex.hibition at the first Italian Congreso Speleologico 
Nazionale, held at Trieste in 19334°. Both these models are now 
exhibited in the museum of Park Skocjanske jame, but of course not 
the one made by Robert Oed!. Such models seem to be unknown 
elsewhere, although "negative" models (i.e. with the cave shown as 
solid and the surrounding rock as empty space) were produced in 
Australia by Oliver Trickett, one before 1912 and another about 
192041

• 
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Also present with the 1921 party were at least three local cave 
workers or guides, shown standing in Fig.I O as well as being 
involved in the activities recorded in Figs 4, 5 and 6. Commonly 
these people were left unnamed in the contemporary literature. Often 
they are just described as "Grotten-Arbeiter" (cave workers) or are 
mis-named42 Those who accompanied Poldi Fuhrich and the Oedls 
have now been positively identified by showing en larged copies of 
the photographs to the older inhabitants of the villages of Skocjan 
and Matavun who remembered them in later life. These invaluable 
independent sources were Janko Gombac (b. 1917) and his wife 
Milka, Milena Lipoid (b. 1922) and Albina Bak. 

Another difficulty arises in distinguishing between different 
people of the same names, for there were several branches of these 
families in the villages and two of the three helpers in 1921 had 
identical names. They are distinguished locally by adding the name 
of the family house, e.g. Vnckov, after an early owner of the house. 
As these names are not shown on the houses, the present house 
number is added here. The three Slovene companions of the 
Austrians were : 

• Franc Cerkvenik, Miklov (Matavun 6) 1875- 1948. (He 
was sometimes called by the nickname Mikulic); 

• Franc Cerkvenik, Vnckov43 (MatavunlO) 1897- 192444
; 

• Janez45 Delez, Zvnkov (Skocjan 10) 1889- 1968. 

GERMANY, CZECH REPUBLIC, FRANCE, 
DALMATIA AND PERHAPS SLOVENIA ALSO, 

1922- 1925 12 

Grouped together in this section are some foreign visi ts by Poldi 
Fuhrich about which very li ttle is known. 

The fact that she visited karst caves in Germany is mentioned in 
ob ituaries9

. 14 but no year or other infonl1ation is given. 



Figure 6, Climbing near to 
Mrtvo jezero, using drifil1'ood 
FOIn the river. 9 September 
192117 (photograph by F Dedi). 
From left to right: Franc 
Cerkvenik. Miklov: Poldi 
Fuhrich: Anton Meeraus (above): 
Franc Cerkvenik. Vnckov. 

[n 1922 she went to Moravia and Bohemia46 and then returned to 
Moravia in 1924, accompanied this time by George Elliot Barton46A 

Her own manuscript report lO states that in that year she saw 
Absolon's karst museum in Bmo and vis ited the caves of Sloup, 
Macocha, Katerinska "and the new~\' discovered Masaryk Cave " in 
the Punkva system. "Development work in these caves is very 
interesting ". She went also into the undeveloped Hugonova Cave 
(Rudicke Propadan near Rudice) : "most interesting: one climbs 
down about 60- 70m on ladders into the active river cave. There one 
walks for about an hour in the stream between high jlowstone
covered walls with magnificent stalactites . They are working to 
extend the cave ". Another cave she saw was the "Stierhohle" (ByCi 
skala). 

Some French karst was seen in J 92346 and she herse lf o recorded 
that in 1924 she went to caves in southern France including Padirac, 
Lacave and Saute de la Puce lIe, as well as to others at Rocamadour. 

[n 1925 , probably in June or July, she was in Dalmati an caves 
with Friedrich Oedl and George Elli ot Barton47 There is an 
unconfinned report that she was in Slovenia also about that time. 

Walter Klappacher of Salzburg stated that "a year before the 
Llirgrolle accidem [i.e. in 1925} she became giddy when climbing 
[the ladder} out of Kacna jama ,,47A. Certa inly it would have been 
easy for the party to have gone to both Dalmatia and Slovenia in the 
same journey, as the two regions are quitc close47B KJappacher's 
source is evidently in the extensive archi ves of the Verein fill 
Hohlenkunde in Salzburg, but it cannot read ily be located47C

, so this 
question must be left unresolved at present. The main objective o f 
this paper, to make the achievements of Poldi Fuhrich more widely 
known, is not affected, and an intrigui ng fu rther study has been 
identi fied fo r a fu ture researcher. 

BRAZIL, 1923 
Poldi visited karst in Brazil in 192346 The copy of her obi turary by 
Angermayer9 sent to me by the late Friedrich Oedl has a short 
manuscript add iti on (perhaps by him) where Brazil is mentioned: 
"with Eliol Bartol1 ". Another obituaryl4 states that she wrote up th is 
visi t in "an extremely interesting diG/y '·. Alas, it has not been 
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Figllre 7. In Matavlln village wilh sU/veying equipment and a rope ladder. 8 
September 1921]7 From left to right: Raben Dedi: Anton Meeraus: Poldi 
Fuhrich; Friedrich DedI. 

possible to locate the diary, but it might still exist in Salzburg. 
Barton 's presence in Brazil in that year is confirmed by Martel

4ij
, 

who says that at the end of 1923 he received news about it from 
h· 49 1m . 

George Elliot BartonSo was an Australian who studied at 
Cambridge University from 1921 to 192451. He had fought at 
Gallipoli in World War e5 so he must have been born beforc 1890. 
He was a friend of Robert Oedl, who wrote ';he was a prominent. 
tough fellow who disappeared during an expedition into Tibet .. 25 In 
Austria he worked with Robet Oed1 in Eisriesenwelt and the 
Dachstein caves52, and he explored caves in Mallorca53, England, 
France, Dalmatia and Sumatra54, and also in Ireland as we sha ll see. 

lRELAND,I925 
The visit made by Poldi Fuhrich and Friedrich Oed1 55, Robert 's elder 
brother, to Ireland during August 192556 is the only occasion for 
which we have an independent account of what they did and of the 
impression that Poldi , in particular, made on their Engl ish host, E A 
Baker. Opportunity will be taken to reprint extracts from his book. 

Dr Emest Albeit Baker (1869- 194 1) was about 56 at the time, a 
literary historian, head of the London University School of 
Librarianship, and a well-known climber and cave exp lorer. It was 
George Elliot Barton54 who brought the two Austrians to join Baker 
and himself for their visit to the karst of County Clare in Ireland, 
where they were to explore the long river cave of Poulnagolium. 

As will be seen, Poldi was one of the surveyors of this wet cave. 
The main survey, plan and cross-sections, was first published in 
1926 with a short report by Baker57and then again i.n his better
known book of 193258 The visit was also the subject of a lec ture 
given by Baker in 192859. The survey covers a total passage length a 
littl e over 1500m according to a modem surve/o, which confirms 
the general accuracy of the 1925 work. With the addition of other 
passages surveyed in less detail , Baker gives an overall measured 
length of 8km. The total length now known is 10.3km6o Besides the 
survey work, Po ldi a lso contributed seven of the photographs 
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published in the book , one of them taken underground in the stream 
passage (Fig. I I ). 

In the quotations from Baker' s book47 below, Po1di 's name has 
been printed as Flihrich, with the umlaut as in the book, although 
this is not correct. 

[p.187] Dr. DedI and Miss Fiihrich were as tough as 
he [Barton} and practised the same self reliance. The 
three of them found me in the dining-room at 
Paddington. and 1 was presented to the lady. My 
luggage. comprising a sacl-..ful oj'rope ladders. had 
been deposited near the door. and whilst 1 was 
disengaging my things Fom the pile. Miss Fiihrich, 
who already had an enormous Austrian rucksack 
weighing probably 50 lb. on her back, and another of 
similar weight and dimensions in one hand, picked 
up my sack of ladders in the other, and strode gaily 
ai/to the train. I could not butfeel that Poulnagol/um 
was as good as conquered. ... 
[p .1 89] Early next morning we descended the pot
hole. with plenty of spare rope j'or emergencies, and 
started work. DedI and Miss Fiihrich at once began a 
survey: Barton and I, as the spearhead of the party, 
went forward. The river was running strongly, but 
this was no disadvantage. except that it was very 
chil/y Moving rapidly . we reached the point 
al/ained in 1912, and pushed forward into the 
unknown ... [p.195] we had been underground nearly 
twelve hours. 

The next few days were otherwise but hardly less 
actively employed. There were a host of swallets and 
minor jissures to be examined round about, to 
complete our knowledge of this huge water-system . ... 
[p.196] Another visit was paid to Poulnagollum .live 
days later, principally in order to complete the 
survey . .. . I left the other three now to go on with the 
survey. and spent the day photographing outside. 
They were fo urteen hours below - presumably not 
without food - and obtained all the horizontal and 
vertical measurements necessary for the map 
eventually produced by Dr. DedI. This comprises the 
main cavern to a point well beyond the junction, 
together with the tributQly cave that starts from 
Poulnaelva. But they also followed up and surveyed, 
though not in such minute detail. a number of 
subsidiQly passages. and found that these made a 
total extent of jive miles, three times as much as 
either the underground system at Mitchelstown or 
that at the bot/om of Gaping Ghyll. till now the two 
longest caverns known in the British Isles. 

Our next business was to deal with the long range 
oj'sea-caves in the limestone coast of the cliffs of 
Moher. 

LURGROTTE, 1926 
Although Poldi Fuhrich made herself familiar w ith many of the 
caves of Europe and even of Brazil, Illost of her more difficult 
exploration was done relatively close to her home town of Salzburg. 
Eisriesenwelt, for example, was only 34km away. She did not know 
the Lurgrotte, which is not far from Graz and about 130km from 
Salzburg, so at Whitsun 1926 she went to some of the more difficult 
parts of the cave. With her was the very experienced Austrian cave 
explorer Hermann Bock (1882- 1969)62 and her friend Nandi 
("Anni ") Sandtner. 
The cave is about 5km long altogether and can be penetrated from its 
upper entrance at Semriach to the Peggau entrance where the stream 
emerges. It was at the Semriach end of the cave that the visit took 
place in which Poldi fell 22m63 to her death. The following account 
is based on Bock's own description l 8 

They entered the cave on the evening of Saturday 22 May. The 
exploration involved severa l vertica l dcscents and they took with 
them 60m of wire rope ladders and three ropes with a total length of 
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100m. That was a ll they could carry. As there were only three of 
them it was not possible for the last person down and the first person 
up to be secured on a safety line; but this was not unusual th ere. 
They descended the 40m-deep Gei sterschacht (Fig. 12) by ladders 
with no difficulty and found that the water in the Gnomenteich pool 
was thigh deep. Nevertheless they continued down the next two 
pitches to what was then called the Dom der Silur (Silurian Hall), 
now renamed the Poldi-Fuhrich-Dom. The gorge continued 
downstream for 300m to where they found that the sump was free of 
water so they continued as far as the Kletterabgrund beyond it, 
1300m from the entrance. Poldi and Anni wanted to go further, but 
they dec ided to retum because of the risk of being cut off by water. 
Bock and Poldi took it in tums to lead up the pitches. Thus it was 
Poldi who led up the first part of the Geisterschacht without a safety 
line. 

The accident itself is described in Bock 's own (translated) words64
: 

We climbed ro a 4m high ledge to shorten the ascent 
as much as possible. The ladder hangs Fee jor 4m, 
then it leans against the sloping and much grooved 
rock so that you move up a wall wilh easy grips. The 
exit went through a j1at, broad hole and posed no 
special problems. 

Poldi climbed swijily up, maybe a bil 100 fast. 
Ajier some time - I thought she had reached the lop 
and was resting - she f ell, without crying out, in a 
wide curve into the deep. We saw nothing of it and 
only heard a swish and a hard impact. At first we 
thought thaI a stone or piece of wood of the stairs 
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Figure 9 The model (now destroyed) of parI of Skocjanske jame made in 1924 by Robert Oedl at a scale of 1:500. From the right are shown the caves. 
MahorCiceva. beneOlh the village ofSkocjan; then Mala and Velika dolina with the natllral bridge berween them; then the }irst part of the main cave, as for as 
Svetinova dVOf·ana. The size of the model was 162cm by 71cm by 50cm. (Photo No.2069 of the Deutsche.l· Museum. Miinchen). 
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destroyed by high water in 1910 had passed through 
a side shaji. Our calling brought no response. Then I 
saw from the extreme end of the ledge something 
dark ly ing in the water. As quickly as possible I 
climbed down and found Poldi with her upper body 
in the water, the legs still on the coarse gravel. She 
was facing down and under the level of the shallow 
water. When J lifted Poldi she at first showed no 
signs of life. bleeding only a little from the mouth. 
She appeared completely uninjured in head, hands. 
and upper body and soon opened her eyes. I called to 
Miss Sandtner to come quickly. We settled Poldi as 
well as we could in a spot free of water whereby 1 
took care that her legs would be straight when she 
fit/ly woke up to save the accident victim all 
unnecessGlY pain. Apparently she had landed on her 
f eet and sustained multiple fractures. 

Soon Poldi regained full consciousness but had 
no recollection of how the accident happened: she 
did not even know she had fallen. Most probably she 
lost consciousness Fom an attack of vertigo even 
before leaving Ihe ladder and did not regain 
consciousness until the cold of the water awakened 
her. She asked us to put padding under her back and 
knees. It was then that I suspected she might have 
serious internal injuries. Her lamp had landed a few 
feet further where the water was a bit deeper; only 
by the gas bubbles rising could J locate it. After 
changing the squashed burner it was still 
serviceable. 

While Miss Sandtner remained with Poldi, whom 
we had covered with evelY piece of clothing we could 
spare, J hurried to climb up to organize help. Thelall 
had happened at 2:20 a m [on Sunday 23 May). At 3 
a m I had reached the sons of the owner of the 
Lurgrotte (Leopold, Georg, and Peter Schinnerl) 
whose abode is in Pollau, 70m above the cave 
entrance. They were the first helpers. One I sent to 
Semriach to the fire department and to the local 
paramedic and the doctor. With the others J returned 
with blankets and warm milk to the site of the 
accident. Poldi was fidly conscious and complained 
about wetness and cold. At 5 a mfour men ofthefire 
department. the paramedic and the doctor had 
arrived. When we had put on emergency bandages 

Poldi had fallen asleep because of the warm blankets 
and a bit of rum we gave her. Her breathing was 
calm and we had hopes of saving her life. She woke 
up again but ajier 1 could say only a few words to 
her. she closed her eyes fo r ever. 

(trans lated by Rudolph Reinbacher) 

The reason for the fall was unknown. Poldi was in good health and 
not tired. The ladder was in good condition and was used 
immediately afterwards by Bock when he went to summon help. 
Perhaps a moment 's inattention, or vertigo as Bock suggests. 
She was buri ed three days later, on 26 May, in the fami ly tomb in 
the cemetery of Salzburg. Guides from Eisriesenwelt carried the 
coffin; Hermann Bock made a moving speech at the graveside and 
as a last salute threw his "badge of honour" of the Hauptverband 
Deutscher Hohlenforscher into the grave9 This would have been a 
cave bear badge like the one awarded to Poldi . 
Early newspaper reports of the accident occurred in newspapers of 
25 and 26 Ma/5 The first obituary appeared in the Salzburger 
Volksblatt on 29 Mal. It was written by her close colleague and 
fr iend, Dr Erwin Angermayer, and was also printed separately on a 
single sheet wi th her name bordered in black. Another informative 
appreciation , also used here as a source, appeared several years later 
in the Viennese "Women 's Review,,14 A bl ack-edged tribute 
appeared in the journal of the Association of German Cave 
Explorers, published in Berlin in 192666

, demonstrating the respect 
in wh ich she was held internationally. Another obituary appeared in 
thc Hungarian publication Barlangkutatas67 

A bronze commemorative plaque was placed on the wa ll at Poldi 
Brunnen, near thc entrance of Eisriesenwelt (Fig.13). She is further 
commemorated by the naming of a Poldi Dom in Eisriesenwelt, the 
larger Poldi Fiihrich Dom68 close to where she fell in Lurgrotte, and 
a memorial tablet at the top of the shaft where she died in the 
Lurgrotte. 

CONCLUSION 
So, an early end to a promising life. And not just a promising life 
but a life that had already achieved much and one whose merits had 
been recognized and appreciated in her li fetime. Her exp loration 
ab ilities and the way in which she inspired others were al ready fully 
developed. What did not have time to mature was the broad view 
ari sing from her already wide experience of karst and caves and 
people. 

Nevertheless the world has something to be grateful for, that 
Poldi existed. After 80 years in obscurity her work deserves to be 
widely known . 



Figure 10. The exploring part)' in Skoejanske jame on 9 September 1921 (photograph by F Oedl). From le/i to right: Poldi Fuhrich: Franc Cerkvenik. Vnckov: 
Robert Oedl (seated): Franc Cerkvenik. Miklov: Janez Delez. Zvnko v: Friedrich Oedl (seated): Anton Meeralls. 

The research necessary for this appreciation has not only 
gathered together what littl e printed infonnation exists . It has also, 
by using unpublished sourccs, brought to light such s ign ificant work 
as the Oedl's surveying techniques in Skocjanske jame. It has led 
also to belated identification and recognition of the hithelto 
anonymous Slovene cave workers there. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The Grotta del Cane (Dog Cave) is a famous cavity near Naplcs, 
Ita ly (Fig. I) . It has been known since Roman times and many 
visito rs have described it vividly. But until now, the speleological 
literature has lacked a modem review of its history and its currcnt 
status. Its fame is due to carbon dioxide, which enters the cave 
through a crevice a short distance inside. An opening in the ground 
from which exhalations of carbon dioxide, oxygen and nitrogen ri se 
is called a fumerole or mofette (Himus, 1954), the latter term also 
being used to describe the emitted gases themsclves. Proprietors of 
the cave formerly demonstrated the anaesthetic effect of the gas on 
small dogs whose faces were close to the floor, where the 
concentration of CO2 is hi gh. Seemingly they died, and then wcre 
resurrected when they were removed from the cave and thrown into 
the nearby Lake of Agnano (drained in 1866). 

HISTORY 
The earl iest reference to Grotta del Cane apparently is in "Naturalis 
Historiae", a monumental work by Pliny the Elder (77 A.D.) 
published in the First Century A.D.: 

Spirilus letales aliuhi alit scrohihus emissi aUl ipso 
loci sitll mortileri, aliubi volucrihllS tan/um, lit 
Soracte vicino urhi traclll, aliuhi praeter hominem 
ceteris animan/ibus, nonnunquam et homini, ut in 
Sinuessano agro et Puteolano. spiracula vocant , alii 
Charonea, scrohes mortilerum spiritum exhalan/es. 

[the deadly vapours released by holes or causing 
death on account of the soi I characteristics, in some 
places only of birds, as in Soratte Mt. close to Romc, 
in other pl aces to any animals with the exception of 
man, as in the area of Sinuessa and Pozzuoli , are 
called fumaroles and a lso Charon's passages, as 
holes releasing dcadly vapours] (translation by the 
authors). 

Pliny's citation of both the Pozzuoli area and death caused only to 
animals and not to man clearly identifies Grotta de l Cane. When in a 
standing position , humans' heads are abovc the layer of carbon 
dioxide. After more than a millennium of seeming si lence, interest in 
the cave becamc evident in the XVI Century. Benedetto di Falco 
(1535) wrote about the entrance to a "small and miraculous cave 
vilith a strong smell of sulphur or another unknown quality of the 
soil, so that any animal entering the cave suddenly dies. " 
Subseq uently, John Evelyn ( 1620- 1706) visitcd the "Crolla del 
Cane or Charon '.I' Cave" in 1645 . Eve lyn was an educated man who 
attended Oxford University and travelled widely in Europe. [n his 
diary (Evelyn , 1952), in addition to recounting the standard 

anacsthetizing of unfortunate dogs , he embellished his account with 
second-hand tales of human experiments when a "poor creature 
whom Peter of Toledo caused to go in; likewise some Turkish slaves: 
two soldiers, and other .loolhardy persons, who all perished, and 
could never he recovered hy the water of the lake, as are dogs" . A 
few years later, Georgius Agricola ( 1549) described the cave as a 
narrow passage sloping downward fo r seven feet where "deadly 
vapours kill any animal" . 

About a century latcr, Athanasius Kircher visited the cave in 
1638 and began a series of important experiments and observations. 
Published later (Kircher, 1668), his results may be considered the 
first scientific study of the cave. Kircher first repeated the 
anaesthetizing of a dog. Tied to a pole, the animal was introduced 
into the cave and immediately retrieved when it became 
unconscious. Then it was put into the nearby lake where it sudden ly 
recovered completely - as usual. 

Figure I. Localion of lhe CrOlla del Calle. near Naples. Italy. 
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Figure 2. The "Crolla de Coni"' (Dogs' cave) as reported by Kircher (/669). These elevations are quite different .Ii'oll1 the real cave. as compared with the 
modern survey. No.1 - See Observation!: No.2 - See Observation!!; No.3 - See Observation 1/1; No.4 - See Observation VI. 

But Kircher was in his 30s at that time, and eager to understand 
what was happening. He put his head into the cave and felt the 
effects of the noxious gas at once, concluding that he survived only 
because he backed out immediatcly, thus confi rming the effects of 
the vapours released into the cave. He return cd on Sunday, Octobcr 
26, 1664 with a contingent of more than 50 people ("Doclors, 
Counts, Marquises, Dukes. Princes, Prelates, Bishops ") as witnesscs 
to his work. Being a Jesuit he chose to dcdicate his report to the 
Bishop John Caramuel. For his book, he commissioned a view of the 
cave (Ki rcher, 1669, p.190), reproduced here as Fig.2. The engravcr, 
however, fa il ed to understand the special nature of the cave, as 
comparison of this figure with a modern survey (FigA) 
demonstrates. Neverthe less, the original illustration points out somc 
especially important features summarized 111 Kircher 's ninc 
observations: 
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Observation I : 
A wooden gate closes the cave and some money must be given to the 
peasant who owns it. It is artificial and measures 8 feet high, 6 feet 
wide and 12 feet long; it was not possible to examine it closely and it 
may be larger. Below a ccrtain level (dashed part in the upper part of 
section 1) the wall is humid, whi le above this level the wall is dry, 
locally cold and locally warm to touch and a lso through one's shoes . 

Observation II: 
Notwithstanding the opinion of other people, Doctor-in-Iaw 
Franci cus Andreae boldly entered the cave with a lighted torch. The 
torch burned regularly above the level reported above; when lowered 
the flame wen t out but started again when the torch was lifted. If the 
torch was totally lowered below the cited Icvcl , no flame reappeared 
whcn the torch was lifted. 



Observation Ill: 
Behaviour of smoke was as fo llows: When the fl ame is above the 
cited leve l, the smoke rose as usual. But when the fl ame was 
lowered, a layer of smoke spread out and immediately moved to the 
floor. 

Observation IV: 
The torch used in Observation II was dry before and after the 
observation and therefore it was not extinguished by water. 

Observation V: 
A sponge was left on the floor of the cave for a long time, but no 
drop of moisture was obtained when it was retrieved. 

Observation VI: 
Above the c ited leve l, a mirror revealed no condensat ion but. when 
lowered , it showed some condensation as from a human breath. This 
condensation disappeared in a short time. Then a st ill was placed 
with its end toward the soil ; no water was detected inside but on the 
outside surface some condensation appeared . Subsequently the sti ll 
was revcrsed, with its end above the c ited leve l. Then some 
condensation appeared inside, but the amount was less than one 
drop. When tasted, some detected an ac id taste, others no taste at all. 

Observation VU: 
A dog was int roduced into the cave. When its head was above the 
c ited leve l, nothing happened . But when its head was lowered, the 
dog tried desperately to get away. When tied to a club to keep it 
close to the bottom, it seemingly died . When plunged into the lake, it 
showed a few signs of li fe and when pulled to the shore it rose, 
looked around and ran away to avo id a repeat performance. 

Observation vln: 
The invis ibl e material be low the cited level is lighter than water but 
heavier than ai r. A frog imprisoned close to the floor became 
unconscious but after a longer lime than required fo r the dog. When 
brought outs ide the frog recovered and moved away in the grass. 

Observation IX: 
A strip of gunpowder was laid from thc entrance to the lower part of 
the cave. When li ghted it burned tota lly, and the smoke behaved as 
in Observation Ill. 

A medical doctor named Thomas Corne lius collected some so il 
on the lowest part of the floor to be ana lysed later at home (but no 
results are reported in Kircher' s book) . The Marquis de Areni s 
intended to obta in a sample of the gas below the cited level, but his 
servants forgot to bring a container ("as happens eve/JIII'here ", 
Kircher commented). Carried out wi th the cooperation of many 
persons inc luding experts of different discip lines, Kircher 's research 
nevertheless must be considered espec iall y notable for his peri od . A 
few years later, near the end of the XVII Century, another medical 
doctor (Bernard Connor, 1695) vis ited the si te . He a lso witnessed the 
usual anaesthet izing of an unfortunate dog in the cave, then called 
"Deadly Cave ". In his book he also included an ill ustration of the 
cave with detai ls on distribution of the noxious gas (Fig.3). Several 
years later, Petcr Tolstoi (sent by Czar Peter to Vcnice to study naval 
science), trave ll ed in southern Europe and visited the cave: "On the 
right side on one mountain is carved a niche o/a width that one man 
can pass ... In this nicheji'om the earth arises a toxic vapour that lI'ill 
qllickly kill anv living man, callIe, beast or bird on the ground (but) 
j ust four arshin s [c. I metre] above this in/ectiolls vapour a man can 
enter this niche Feely". He a lso performed the usual tests with a 
dog, whi ch recovered after its bath in the nearby lake, and with 
torches, which "immediately went Ollt" whcn lowered close to the 
ground (Tolstoi, 1987). Some years later, Pompeo Sarnelli ( 1752) 
mentioned that in this area, "as the baths are use/iii to man, so such 
Ino/elfes are noxious ". 

During the following year, Sylvanus Urban (1753) described 
Naples and its environs, including some second-hand accounts . 
According to the description of an unknown "Italian author ", he 

A.A.A.A. 
B. B. B. B. 

c. c. 

FeraliJ Cavern.te Jaciu c5 i1lgrefIU!. 
Altitudo Jpatii lethiferi fj viri

defientu muri calaru. 
/Ether Jubtilij]imuf f.5 infenfliI zn 

hori'{ontali lima a toto nntri 
ambitu in cavitattm ejufdtm in
greditm. 

D. D. D. D. R.!gio (ryptte foperior in qua am
mantia vita Jmuntur. 

Figure 3. A viell' of the "Deadly Cavern" 1)1' Connor (/695). A.A.A.A. -
Details and entrance a/the Deadly COI'em: B.B.B.B. - Level a/ the deadly 
space and the greenish colour of the ;mll: C. C. - Thinnest and slightest ether 
along a hori~ontalline within the HIlDie ca Fe: 0.0.0.0. - Higher section of 
the cal 'e where animals can SIIITiI'e. 

recorded the size of the cave as 14 palms high, 6 wide and 16 deep. 
In addition to the usua l react ions of an imals when introduced into 
the cave, he recounted : "If a pistol bejired near the bOllom it gives 
no report, whence i/ is concluded either that there is an entire 
vacuum at the bOllom or that the air is there extremely subtle. " 
According to the remarks of a Mr Addison (another trave ll er), a 
pistol cannot be fired at a ll in the cave and "it is much more 
probable that the effects 0/ the grollo upon animals and lighted 
torches are owing to stagnated vitiated air or to unctuous or viscous 
vapour' arisingFom the bOllom 0/ it, than to a vacuum or subtlety 0/ 
the air . .. Urban al so quoted the account of another traveller, a Mr 
Saunders, that the "suffocating vapour" in the cave "rises, however, 
only about II inches: and i/the head o/any creature be ever so liffle 
above that, it receives no Inlrl/i'om it. The people who shew us this, 
aflect to make it miraculous. BUI anyone who /",1OWS a lillIe 
chemistlY, will jind nothing so Ivondelj i.t! in it. " 

Mr Saunders then added another interesting point: s ince no 
speleothems ("stony icicles ") are present, he attributes this to some 
action of the vapour, which should "rise higher than the eleven 
inches, tho' in less quantity and not so concentrated". 

Then, in order to test this hypothesis, "my curiosity tempting me 
to stay much longer than travellers usually do in this place, I/elt the 
ill effects of it in a pain in m)" breast for three days. " He further 
added that in the cave, below the height of eleven inches, a glittering 
mineral covers the wall ("which the English miners call Mundich ") 
that, when tasted, "was plain vi/rio I. " 

In 1760, Johann Georg Keyss lcr (spe ll ed Keysler in the English 
editions of his book [Shaw, 2000]) reported that: "there is a collage 
where li ves a man who makes it his business to keep dogs in order to 
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Grotta del Cane 
Survey by R. Varriale 

o 5 10m 
.1 __ _ 

-Elevation-

Figure 4. SlIIlIey of the "Grolla del Cane ". Modified ji-om Varriale (2002). 
The black triangle at 2.5m ji-am the el1france in the elevation is a crevice 
releasing the CO]. 

shew strangers the sUlprising ejf ects o/this grotto, and is generallv 
rewarded with five or six carlini ,. (Keylser, 1760) . He added that the 
time of recovery is different for vipers and frogs , and included the 
accounts given by John Eve lyn (above), whi le adding a ncw 
embellishment: an ass somehow inserted into the cave by ordcr of 
Charles VIII, King of France, supposedly dicd in a short time. 

In 1782, the Abbe C de Saint Non mentioned the "experimel1ls 
(with dogs) on the still air or beller on the /0£11 air continuol/sly 
emergingji'om thejloor to a height o/about one and one-half/eet ". 

The first analysis of the gas appears to have been that of the Abbe 
Pasquale Panvi ni , who identified it as carbon dioxide (Panvini, 
1818). He stated specifically that older authors had exaggerated thc 
effects of thc gas; hc put his face close to the soi l and took several 
brcaths. He noticed that his nosc bcgin to itch and stopped the 
experiment after some difficulty breathing. In his op inion, the 
carbonic acid was due to thc decomposition of pyrites producing 
sulphuric acid, which had reacted with limestone to release CO2. The 
presence of CO2 was confirmed in 1832 by James Dwight Dana, a 
noted professor-to-be of geology at Yale University (G ilman. 1899). 
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Clarke (1836) reported a detai led abstract of a memoir by the 
Abbe Breislak L Spallanzani projected these experiments, but being 
prevented from undertaki ng them by hi s duties , his friend the Abbe 
Breislak, who resided near the spot, engaged in the task. According 
to him a considerable decrease of the emission of deadly air had 
occurred since the time of Pliny. The height of the mephitic vapour 
varies according to the temperature of the atmosphere and the 
divcrsity of winds, but it is estimated to be at a mean of 8 inches 
(20cm). The temperature at the entrance of the cave at a height of 
about 3 feet (90cm) was 62- 64°F ( 17- 18°C), but close to the ground 
rose to 80- 82°F (27- 28°C) . A chemical analysis of the mephitic air 
gave 10% of oxygen, 40% of carbon dioxide and 50% of nitrogen. 
The magnetic field was the same inside and outside the cave and 
because the air is a conductor it was not possible to detect any 
e lectric fie ld. A reaction between turpentine oil and su lphuric or 
nitric acid in a vessel immcrsed in the layer of mephitic air resulted 
in a li ve ly flame as in the open atmospheric air. Phosphoric matches 
immersed in the "mephilis" produced a short and transient flame. 
Another experiment was made with a table immersed for four- fifths 
of its length in the "mephitis ". A train of gunpowder laid on the 
table had a cylinder of phosphorus adjacent to the lower end of the 
gunpowder. When this one was ignited at the upper end the 
combustion reached the lower end and the phosphorus burned with a 
bright fl ame until it was totally consumed. Therefore the Abbe 
deduced that the mephitic air is "un/it /or the respiration 0/ animals 
or the injlammation 0/ common combustible substances " but 
"readily allows that 0/ phosphorus ". 

In 1865 Alexander Dumas described a visit to the cave at a time 
when its keeper kept two dogs to show its effect to visitors. 
Numerous other pre-World War II accounts also are on record. 

PRESENT STATUS 
Shortly before World War \I the authorit ies prohibited the abuse of 
dogs. In 1958 the cave gate was rcmoved and the cave became a site 
for waste disposal , degrading its environment. Municipal au thorities 
eventually raised the ground level in front of the cave by several 
metres, to prevent the entrance of children: behaviour typical of 
many bureaucrats, who find it easier to shut off access than to care 
for an important monument. Fortunately, this action was overridden 
by responsible local citizens and institutions. Using funds provided 
by thc Ministry of University and Scientific Research, restoration of 
the cave was completed in 200 I, with the removal of several cubic 
metres of rubbish by the cavcrs of the Centro Ricerche 
Speleologiche di Napoli. The excavation was conducted using 
archaeological techniques but only modern materials were found. 
(Varria le, 2002; 2005). Unfortunate ly local bureaucrats continue to 
ignore the importance of the cave and its ultimate fate is uncertain. It 
is to be hoped that detailed mcteorological studies of the cave will bc 
completed and published in the foreseeable future. 

PHYSICAL FEATURES AND METEOROLOGY 
The dimensions and morphology of thc cave are shown in Fig.4 ; 
dimensions asserted by ancient writers referred only to the entrance 
passage. It is mainly (perhaps tota ll y) artificial, excavated in Greco
Roman times. Presumably it was intended as a steam room 
("sudatorium "). Evidently local CO2 emissions were minor o r 
entirely lacking at the time of its cxcavation; levels of volcanic 
activity in this area are notoriously subject to change. 

At the time of excavation , the inner chamber received light and 
possibly some ventilation from a chimllcy, which now is filled with 
rubblc. Because of subsequent advcrsc cnvironmental conditions in 
th is inner room, this chimney was only rediscovered during the 
recent removal of rubbish from the cave. Fig.5 shows measurements 
of air temperature, CO2 and N2 concentrations at that time (Varriale, 
200 I). Two special hazards of the cave are thus its atmospheric 
hypercarbia (elevated CO2) and hyperthermia (elevated 
temperature). Human physiological observations in Hawaii have 
shown that the safe working time fo r hcalthy adults in normocarbic 
45°C caves is about 45 seconds at a time (Halliday, 2000). Longcr 
exposurcs require vcry careful sublingual thernlometry with 
immcdiate oral or intravenous replacement of fluids and electrolytes 
as needcd. In Grotta del Cane, voluntcer speleologists remained in 
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the inner room for as long as five minutes despite breathing 
difficulties and heavy eonden ation on instruments (abnormal pulse 
rates were not recorded). This may have been possible because of 
unrecorded thermostratifieation of the cave ' s atmosphere, a feature 
commonly observed in hyperthermic caves in Hawaii, 

The cave 's hypercarbia is of the dilutional type characteristic of 
volcanic regions. In the presence of adequate partial pressure of O2, 

approximately 20% CO2 is required to produce unconsciousn ess in 
this scenario (Smith, 1997). This is in contrast to the commoner f0l111 
of hypercarbia resulting from replacement of atmospheric O2 by CO2 

by respiration or ox idation of organic material. In tha t scenario, cave 
stud ies are feasible only up to 6% C021l5% O2 (Howarth and Slone, 
1990) without auxiliary oxygen, and require tolerance of 
uncomfortably rapid breathing, which itse lf may eventually cause 
fatal exhaust ion, Newly developed portable oxygen devices and 
portable fingertip oximeters, now avail able at affordable prices, 
might be very useful in such environments. 

Layering of the very high concentration of CO2 released into the 
cave about 30em below the entrance has caused a noticeable 
brownish discoloration of the cave walls , perhaps due to the 
presence of extremophilic micro-organisms; above this level, the 
walls are white. Connor documented a similar phenomenon in 1695 , 
but at that time its colour was perceived as greenish, suggesting that 
slightly different environmenta l conditions were present at that time. 
In both 1664 and 2000, open fl ames produced white fog, This may 
be attributed to formation of condensation nuclei in a supersaturated 
atmosphere. It is hoped that more detailed meteorological studies 
will be conducted, and then published in the foreseeable future . 

CONCLUSIONS 
The Grotta del Cane is a notabl e historical monument, first recorded 
in the first century of our age. After several decades of modern 
oblivion, local speleologists restored the cave by cleaning out 
rubbish. This volunteer group faced and overcame severe working 
cond itions. Unfortunately local bureaucrats have not accepted the 
historic and phenomenological importance of the cave and its 
ultimate fate is uncertain , 
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SCIENTIFIC NOTES 

GEOTHERMAL SPELEOGENESIS 

The topic of speleogenetic inception and passage en largement under 
geothermal cond itions is somewhat out of context for the reccnt 
book by Klimchouk (2007) and the review by Faulkncr (2007). 
Some additional thoughts are therefore considered separately here. 

The question of modifying the present models of limestone 
dissolution in CaC03 / H20 / C02 systems to cover speleogenesis in 
geothermal environments has started to be addressed by several 
authors and teams. Worthington (200 I; 2004) proposed a geotherma l 
viscosity reduction along deeper unconfined meteoric flow paths , 
and therefore increased flow rates and greater enlargement. 
However, this seems to be an uncertain argument, because it ignores 
the reduction in geothermal grad ient caused by the cool ing of the 
bedrock by the downward-flowing cold meteoric water itself, as 
discussed by Sippel and G lover ( 1964), Jcannin et al. ( 1997), 
Luetscher and Jcannin (2004) and Lismonde (2004). The first of 
these papers conc luded tbat a ' normal ' geothermal gradicnt could 
only be maintained if the velocity of the downward-flowing water is 
<3ma· l

. This equates to a velocity of c. I 0·5cms · l, which, from the 
graphs presented by Faulkner (2006, Fig. 3) is far too low to reach 
the breakthrough point for any conduit. Thus, the rise in temperature 
III loca l unconfined phreatic geometrical arrangements is 
insignificant, even within pre-breakthrough (laminar) flow regimes. 
For deep explorab le stream passages, the lack of anecdotal evidence 
of rises in temperature from cavers and cave divers is hardly 
necessary to deny the possibility of effective geotherma l heat ing. 
Addi tionally, Badino (2005) calcu lated that the cooling of the lowest 
conduits of a system by local meteoric flows effectively sh ie lds 
upper levels from geothennal hcat. The efficiency with which 
flowing meteoric water exchanges heat with conduit walls was a lso 
demonstrated in the opposite sense by Ford ( 1984, p343), who 
described fast groundwater circula ti on within karstic limestones in 
penna frosted areas in Canada . 

Andre and Rajaram (2005) considered karst inception by rising 
hot geothermal waters a/carbonic acid with laminar flow in a single 
limestone fracture, apparently in unconfined conditions. They 
modelled the heat exchange between tbe rising water as it is cooled 
by the bedrock (thereby increasing the calcite saturation 
concentration upward a long the fracture) and found that aperture 
growth rises almost uniformly until a 'matumtion lime ' that is 
somewhat analogous to the breakthrough time of meteoric systems . 
However, they calculated that the en largement rate could then 
decrease, because an increasing flow rate would warm the bedrock 
further, creating a more-isothermal flow, thus reducing calci te 
solubi lity and dissolution rates at high saturation . Clearly, this 
treatment does not model Klimchouk's (2007) confined setting for 
an aquifer that only permits a constant flow rate , and their model 
also did not account for the buoyancy effects. This avoidance of 
buoyancy is common to all other numerical models of early conduit 
formation , as Klimchouk (2007) observed , but Dijk and Berkowitz 
(2000) have found experimentally that its effect make flow systems 
far more unpredictable than cOlllmonly assumed, at least for 
fractures in halite with fast dis o lution in unsaturated waters. 
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Dear Editors 
CORRESPONDENCE 

It was nicc to see Mark Dougherty's artic le on compass sighting 
errors in Cave and Karst Science, Vo!.33 , No.2. 

A major problem is that a person's eyes cross when sighting on a 
close object; for instance, while concentrating on the compass. I can 
cross and uncross my eyes independently of focusing and get errors 
from -5 to + 15 degrees when I use two eyes. 
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BOOK REVIEWS 

CAVE GEOLOGY. By Arthur N Palmer. Published by Cave 
Books, 4700 Amberwood Drive, Dayton, Ohio OH 45424-4602, 
USA. 2007. 454pp, 561 photos, 250 maps and diagrams, A4 
hardback. ISBN 978-0-939748-66-2. $38.95. 

This is a fabulous book, at a ridiculously low price, from arguab ly 
the best technical writer in the world of caves and karst. Art has becn 
working on it for years; it is his magnum opus that relates so much 
of his vast experience. And it has turned out to be well worth waiting 
for. His writing is (as usual) succinct, perceptive, comprehensive and 
authoritative, and the words explain everything so very clearly. Then 
the pages contain a huge library of excellent photos (nearly all by 
Art himself, and many with his wife - and long-time caving 
companion - Peggy there for scale), which, together with a great pi le 
of cave surveys (mostly black-line), make the book a must-have on 
their own. 

Books on caves or karst have to have a certain amount of overlap. 
This one is unashamedly centred on the caves, with only min imal 
reference to the surface landforms of karst. So Ford and Williams 
will remain as the key text on karst, but Palmer has now stepped in 
with the key text on caves. Scientists and students will all want their 
own copies, but this is also a must for every serious caver - because 
the science is so accessible at a readab le level. Art Palmer is a 
teacher, and it shows; he presents his information so well , even 
incl uding sections on the techniques that yield the data (notably in 
chapters I and 14), from cave surveying to water tracing and more. 
But it is his concise explanations of complex subjects that are so 
much to be valued; they include: the nature of the karst water table; 
groundwater hydraulics; Reynolds Number and Manning Equation; 
interpreting flow data from cave wall scallops, and many more. 

Chapter 2 introduces cave country, with an overview of the key 
elements of surface karst and then an excellent round-up of the 
world's cave regions and great caves. Chapter 3 is a solid 
introduction to the bits of geology needed to understand caves. 
Chapters 4 and 5 are splendid overviews of the hydrology and 
chemistry of karst waters. With due deference to the erud ite 
Wolfgang Dreybrodt (who thinks and writes on a higher plane than 
most mere mortals), this is the best overview going of the chemical 
processes that drive karst dissolution . Chapter 6 covers all the 
morphological features of caves, with concise explanations at all 
points. 

Chapter 7, on speleogenesis and the origin of caves, cou ld be 
accused of being a little thin on the real origins of caves (though it 
develops very clear concepts on the subsequent evolution of caves) . 
It refers to hydraulic thresholds, strong acids and inception hori zons, 
but all rather briefly, when this is the major area of current debate ; 
perhaps the obvious fracture permeability of granite is adequate 
reason to worry less about how the water first got there to start 
dissolving the limestone. 

Chapters 8 and 9, on the hydrological and geological controls of 
cave patterns, are both excellent chapters, written from Art ' s greatest 
strengths. Groundwater controls cover dendritic caves, maze caves, 
diffuse recharge, artesian flow, hypogene caves, saltwater, thermal 
water and sulphuric acid - with the last of these dwelling on the 
now-famous caves of Villa Luz, Frasassi and Lechuguilla. The 
geological controls include rock types, rock structure, porosity and 
stress release, before heading off to paragenesis and vadose captures. 
Cave levels (not always level) get the full treatment, with so much 
learned from the complexities of Mammoth Cave where bedding 
guides individual passages with vadose/phreatic transfers that 
identify the true genetic levels (just as in our own Leck Fell Master 
Cave, though that example does not feature in the book), and there is 
also due reference to the underflow concept developed by Steve 
Worthington. 

Chapters follow on cave minerals (with many answers and many 
questions), lava caves (but no word on their lack in flood basalts), 
and an unusually thorough consideration of weathering processcs in 
caves. The time chapter covers dating, palaeo-climates and 
inferences for landscape evolution, and has a fascinating story on the 
long history of the huge Black Hills caves in South Dakota. A final 
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chapter de lves briefly into the applications of cave studies, with a 
scatter of examples including sinkhole collapses and groundwater 
poll ution. It rounds off a book that contains a massive amount of 
information. 

This might have read like an enthusiast ic review; it was meant to; 
this is an excellent book. Don ' t give up on it because it's lost in the 
depths of Ohio, as it ' s well worth chasing down a copy. 

Tony Waltham 
Nott ingham. 

HYPOGENE SPELEOGENES IS: HYDROGEOLOGICAL 
AN D MORPHOGENETIC PERSPECTIVE by Dr Alexander B 
Kli mchouk, National Cave and Karst Research Institute Special 
Paper No.1 , 2007 , 106pp. Available for $35 plus $6 domestic 
shipping or $13 international shipping. Payable by Visa, MC, 
AM EX, or Discover cards via sales@nckri.org or by calling 001-
505-835-6168, or by cheque written to "NCKRI" and sent to 
NCKRIIE&ES, Attn: Lisa Majkowski , New Mex ico Tech, 801 
Leroy Place, Socorro, New Mexico, 8780 I, USA. ISBN-IO 0-
9795422-0-0; ISBN- 13 978-0-9795422-0-6 

This important new work draws together the increasing evidence 
from around the world that hypogene speleogenesis is a widespread 
phenomenon. The concepts discussed include those of confined 
deep-seated karstic aquifers and hydrothennal and strong acid 
dissolution. These have been considered in the past (e.g. in 
Klimchouk et aI. , 2000: Chapter 5.2), but not so thoroughly nor with 
such powerful arguments for a revision of current th inking in several 
areas. The book also provides an insight into Russian and other east 
European texts that are otherwise not very accessible to an English 
language readership. In the text below, clarifications suggested by 
this reviewer are inserted in square parcntheses. 

Definitio ns 
Following Ford (2006), the author defines 'hypogene ' speleogenesis 
from its hydrogeological setting rather than from dissolutional 
mechanisms as: "The formation of caves by waler Ihal recharges the 



soluble formation ji"0111 below. driven by hydrostatic pressure or 
other sources of energy, independent of recharge from the overlying 
or immediately adjacent sur/ace" . The key words are "from below", 
because the concept assumes that the soluble formation is commonly 
and initially confined by less so luble lithologies through which the 
water rises vertically to regain the surface. This creates cross
formational or transverse [phreatic] speleogenesis from the water 
rising through the strata of the dissolving rock, in contrast to the 
'ep igenic' lateral or longitudinal [phreatic and / or vadose] 
speleogenesis that occurs in local unconfined settings, where the 
water flows through a soluble formation all the way to the surface. 
This latter setting is the one that has dominated most previous 
explanations for the development of karst cave systems. 

Settings 
The hypogenic setting incorporates the discharge regimes of regional 
or intermediate flow systems. Most water is ultimately derived from 
downward percolation of meteoric water along distant major divides 
and discharged upwards to the surface via non-karstic rocks, 
commonly at river valleys and other low areas where tectonically
weakened zones increase permeabilities. It is the least permeable 
units that dominate the system for cross-formational flow, because 
their fractures constrain the flow rates, not the enlarging conduits in 
the so luble formation. Flows can reach depths of 1000- ISOOm and 
so might become heated geothernlally, creating steep thennal 
gradients on rising upwards and cooling. There is no genetic 
relationship with the overlying surface or with adjacent groundwater 
recharge. However, lateral hydraulic connections create maze 
systems in the so luble beds that only extend for a few hundred 
metres in any single direction [although it is not clear why there is 
such a universal constraint]. 

Hypogene caves form distinctive passage morphologies in 
soluble rocks that appear to be independent of lithology, because 
similar forms occur in both carbonates (including even marbles) and 
evaporites (gypsum and halite). In plan and in section, these caves 
develop as 2D (single- and multi-level) and 3D network and 
spongework mazes and irregular chambers that are strongly 
controlled by (commonly rectilinear) fracture patterns, and never 
form dendritic branch work caves. Thus, the overall passage 
densities, cave porosities and passage areal coverages are about one 
order of magnitude greater in these confined rather than in 
unconfined settings, with no appreciable parameter differences 
between caves in limestone or gypsum in confined settings. The 
multi-level stories are thought to form simultaneously, rather than 
ageing upwards as in ' epigenetic ' caves that follow lowering water 
levels, although 'master levels ' might give a misleading impression 
of successive ' lateral' cave-forming flows. The maze passages 
commonly have many lateral blind terminations and abrupt 
variations in cross-sections. 

Within the enlarging conduits, flow regimes are commonly 
sluggish without forming wall scallops . Supply from such high 
karstic storage to artesian risings is commonly steady and 
independent of climate and weather, with little temporal variation of 
chemical parameters . Three different cave flow regimes are 
identified, giving passage morphologies that are convincingly well 
illustrated: recharge from rising inlets from less permeable strata at 
floor level (which might be obscured by sediments), throughflow 
along rising wall channels and ceiling half-tubes, and discharge via 
rising outlet tubes into the confining lithology. Ceilings also display 
distinctive cupolas that might also terminate in outlets and there can 
be evidence of underwater stoping upwards. Thus, hypogene 
transverse flow differs from previously-held views about regional 
flow, which assumed little communication with adjacent aquifers. 
The author argues, apparently for the first time, that the conduit 
enlargement is commonly driven by buoyancy dissolution that is 
driven by solute or thermal density differences. Thus, dissolution is 
stronger along conduit roofs [which can be similar to the epigenic 
case, where sediments drift to the floor], explaining the formation of 
rising wall channels and cupo las. Additionally, as water cools on 
ascent, it can dissolve more calcite in limestone settings 
(hydrothermal speleogenesis) [which is important at low flow rates 
and high solute concentrations]. The cave sediments are commonly 

autochthonous clastic clays and silts without larger allogen ic 
deposits. Exotic minerals are common, but not speleothems until 
removal of caprocks and lowering of water levels. Moreover, uplift 
and denudation of basinal strata can bring the caves into an epigenic 
environment where hypogenic features can be over-printed by 
scallops and allochthonous sediments. Rapid recent uplifts and 
neotectonic activity can be important in re-directing flows [as also 
applies to enhanced fracturing in the epikarst]. 

Arising hypotheses 
The author asserts that hypogene systems include many of the 
largest and longest caves in the world, which were commonly 
thought to be 'epigenic'. Hypogene speleogenesis should also 
cxplain the existence of severa l deep and large but unexplored 
cavities revealed by boreholes, wells and mines. Arising from his 
general observations and deductions, he hypothesises that hypogene 
speleogenesis might provide an alternative explanation for maze 
caves to that provided by Palmer ( 199 1) in supposedly-meteoric 
systems, especially in low-gradient systems with low flow rates and 
low hydraulic gradients. He notes that this is an alternative to diffuse 
recharge through insoluble caprock, which should not create multi
storeys. When upward flow across the karst formation is limited by 
permeability of the feeding and receiving formations , it suppresses 
speleogenetic competition [because there is no positive feedback of 
favourable large conduits capturing the flow] , allowing dissolution 
equally along structural features to create complex 20 and 3D 
mazes. Thus, the author believes that "most " maze caves in the 
world were fornled in confined conditi ons [although the numbers of 
maze caves fornled by the Palmer (1991) process at high flow rates 
and with short ' breakthrough' times in 'epigenic' situations are not 
quantified] . Hypogene speleogenesis might also include many 
settings previously thought to originate from palaeokarst, including 
at oi l fields [potentially reducing their assumed ages]. Ceiling half
tubes formed by buoyancy effects might be a better explanation than 
paragenesis in some situations and cupolas might have formed by 
buoyancy dissolution rather than later by condensation-corrosion in 
vadose conditions. Ascending hypogenic transverse speleogenesis 
can explain many features , even in the well-studied caves of the 
Guadalupe Mountains (USA), without needing to invoke sulphuric 
acid dissolution, although this might be a supplementary mechanism. 
The author concludes that karst zones and their function in basinal 
groundwater systems are predictable but that , because of inheritance, 
speleogenesis requires each separate stage to be specified. 

Commentary 
Whilst reading the text, th is reviewer made several personal 
observations, as summarised below. Some might seem detailed and 
pedantic, but could be useful for readers previously familiar 
primarily with precursor literature written in English. 

Speleogenesis occurs in many different hydrogeological 
environments and timescales and relies on many different physical 
and chemical mechanisms, so that precise specification of new terms 
is essential. Klimchouk attempts to distinguish two major inland 
cave forming environments: ' hypogenic ' with ' transverse ' flow (as 
specified above and also equated in places with 'deep-seated', i.e. 
karst with no surface exposure, although its depth range is not 
specified), and 'epigenic ' with ' latera l' flow (equated with 
' unconfined '). This leads to some confusion, because Lowe and 
Waltham (2002) define 'epigean' as forming on the surface, 
' endogean ' and 'epikarst' as being immediately below the surface 
and 'hypogean' as being deeper than the endogean. Thus, 
Klimchouk seems to describe all the classically-described cave 
systems of the world as being formed on, or perhaps at, the surface, 
without distinguishing them from the epikarst and despite many non
hypogenic dendritic systems reaching depths greater than a 
kilometre. Klimchouk himself suggests replacing his use of 
' epigenic ' by 'hypergenic', a word used in eastern Europe to denote 
processes caused by near-surface descending water. He also refers to 
'unconfined' settings as 'vadose' in the Abstract and in the Epilogue, 
whereas many are, of course, phreatic. A way to resolve the 
confusion might be to accept that soluble formation aquifers can be 
both shallow or deep and confined or unconfined, and indeed that 
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they can also be ' half-confi ned' , wi th recharge from clastic strata but 
discharge through soluble strata and vice versa. It would then be 
c lear that vauclusian risings supplied via long karst conduits and 
synclinal structures such as the Carboniferous limestone beneath the 
South Wales coalfield are both deep and unconfined, at least at their 
extremities, whi lst misleadingly obeying the given hypogean 
defmition. A statement on p8 that "Principal categories of karst
forming environments ... .. can be adequately understood and classed 
only within the context of regional groundwaterflow systems " seems 
to be too sweeping, because it denies the important role of the 
epikarst (e.g. Klimchouk, 2000) and the thousands of short caves in 
marble stripe karsts (e.g. Faulkner, 200 I). 

Another difficulty is that the reader has to take some ideas and 
concepts on trust, especia lly earl y in the document, and the text 
should provide more references. For example: the early mix ing of 
examples for gypsum and limestone environments is in iti ally 
alarming, a lthough it becomes justified later; on p.9, one wonders by 
which processes water from distant recharge areas can rejuvenate 
aggress iveness, but this is explained by the various types of mixing 
corrosion on p.32; the term 'free convcct ion mechanism ' is 
in troduced early, without cxplanation, although it transpires later 
that it means 'buoyancy' . Also on p.9, the word "hydras ames .. is 
used, for which this reviewer cannot easil y find a definition . The 
statements "rate of vertical water exchange remains more stable 
than the rate of lateral flow " and "The rate of upward percolation 
across confining beds under valleys is generally higher than the rate 
of do wnward percolation in the vicinity of topographic divides " 
appear on p .14. It would be info rmative to learn how the author 
knows these things: are they measured, experimental, theoretical or 
assumed results? Understanding of the ' breakthrough ' concept is 
assumed, without giving an appropriate reference (e.g. Dreybrodt, 
1990). [Incidentally, "discharge increases ... dramatically ajier 
breakthrough " (p.2S) should be "at breakthrough ", because flow 
rate increases less dramatically before and afterwards (Dreybrodt, 
1990)]. In section 3.6, three processes that increase the solubility of 
gypsum are listed and it is stated that "it is generally believed that 
creation of significant caves, where these acids [derived from H2S] 
provide the dissolution mechanism depends mainly upon 
rejuvenation of aggressiveness by mixing or cooling ", without 
references . Similarly, the role of "large scale (regional) convection 
cells driven by density gradients in groundwater circulation" is 
stated in section 3.8 to be "generally recognised ", without gi ving 
examples. Earlier on the same page, a role for buoyancy during 
di ssolution in unconfined systems is discounted, without considering 
a possible role therc prior to breakthrough. It would also be useful if 
some examples of relict hypogenic caves over-printed by epigenctic 
processes were suggested on p.84. The epigenic replacement of 
sulphate rocks by ca lcite and sulphur (mentioned on p.89) needs 
further explanation, supported by re levant equations. The reader 
would also like to know what the evidence is fo r "microbially
mediated transformation of methane to simple organic compound5 ", 
as stated on p.90. 

The book contains, surprisingly, littlc discussion of thc 
geomorphological approach of Lowe (1992), who identified dccp 
inception horizons that perhaps date from the time of diagenes is and 
who had already discussed vcrtical upward "cross-stratigraphical " 
drainage during inception. The "Recognition of the ultimate control 
on confined speleogenesis by transmissivities of adjacent non
soluble aquifers " on p.13 was essentially proposed by Lowc (1992) 
and this should be acknowlcdged in several places. Similarly, thc 
physico-chemico approaches for limestone dissolution during 
inception and condu it en largement (e.g. Palmer, 1991; Dreybrodt et 
aI. , 2005) are sparingly mentioned. Does the au thor think that there 
is an inception phase prior to ' breakthrough' in these environmcnts? 
Are the answers the same for limestone, gypsum and halite 
lithologies? Or, is ' breakthrough ' never reached, with conduits 
slowly en larged over millions of years (as proposed by Dreybrodt 
and Gabrovsek, 2000 fo r low gradient limestone unconfined 
aquifcrs) in all these rock types? These questions, together with 
possible rates of conduit enlargement and relevant timescales, cou ld 
have been posed , even if their answers arc presently unavailabl e for 
a book that is intended to be a springboard for future research . 
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Footnote 3 on p.97 about a widely-reported S- ISmm constraint on 
cond uit size at breakthrough is incorrect, especiall y in regional and 
confi ned settings with low flow rates, according to Faulkner (2006). 

The future 
The observations above pale into insignificance against the immense 
accomplishment of Hypogene Speleogenesis, whi ch is essentia l 
reading for karst researchers. It represents a comprehensive new 
paradigm that Alexander KJimchouk has been constructing over 
many years of exploration and research , and his arising hypotheses 
challenge many estab lished ideas, as discussed above. As if the 
physics and chemistry of pre- and post-breakthrough dissolution in 
's imple ' CaC03-H20-C02 systems are not complex enough, the 
quantitative explanation of speleogenesis in the various hypogene 
systems discussed qualitatively by Klimchouk might take decades of 
research to elucidate: every one of these systems cou ld differ 
geologically and in volve a complex and variable suite of 
temperature-dependent chemical reactions that might need to be 
considered 'cave by cave ' . Even more challenging, we can now 
antic ipatc an in tegrat ion of studies that re late hypogenjc 
speleogenesis with metamorphism, minera li zat ion and metasomatic 
chemical reactions and dissolutions and with the formation of 
sulphur depos its and hydrocarbons in oi l and gas fields. 

Klimchouk notes that there are still few analyses that link 
regional speleogenesis with regional hydrogeological and 
geomorphologica l evolu tion (as also applies in Britain) and that th is 
linkage should be assisted by the re-interpretations of many known 
caves, espec ially those where epigenic processes have fo llowed 
hypogen ic processes. There might be no obvious examples of such 
'overprin ting ' in British caves, but a re-evaluation of British maze 
caves, which occur in va rious lithologies, based on the concepts of 
Hypogene Speleogenesis, would be cxtremely beneficial. For 
example, could the high-level maze passages in Ogof Ffynnon Ddu 
have been initi atcd in this way?! (Howcver, the presence of scallops 
and the apparent absence of hypogenc diagnostic features in the five 
maze caves accessible within Devis Hole Mine, UK, as described 
and illustrated by Harrison, 2007, might makc such a dctermination 
problematical in this case). 

In common with nearly a ll previous studies of karst 
hydrogeomorphology, Klimchouk only cons iders interglacial 
speleogenesis, as imp lied in Fig. I 4 on p.29. Page 29 also discusses a 
"common misconception " in the litcrature that hypogenic karst is 
peculiar to arid climates. However, the most northerly of his many 
illustrat ions of hypogene speleogenesis are a cave near Krasnoyarsk, 
Siberia, at c.S6°N and Knock Fell Caverns, UK, at c.SsoN. Thus, 
few of his examples have been covcred by Quaternary icesheets. 
Because planetary gl acial conditions lasted for some 90% of the 
Pleistoccne, as can be inferred from (e.g.) Huybers (2007), we must 
now also consider whether much of his reported long-term hypogene 
cave development occurred during (normal! ) wetter conditions, 
when water leve ls were higher south of the northern hemisphere 
icesheets and any permafrost. In this case, the caves might then 
become re lict episodically during interglacia ls, as at present, rather 
than only after uplift and denudation, especially as glacial erosion is 
also not relevant to most of his examples . It is also interesting to 
note that Osborne (2007), whilst ascribing speleogenes is by s lowly
rising groundwatcrs to Cathedral Cave, New South Wales, Austra lia, 
recogn ised at least ten significant phases of hypogene speleogenesis, 
rather than its development occurring in a single continuous, but 
long-duration, process. The drawing together of exp lanations of 
hypogene speleogenesis within wider understandings of regiona l 
geological and geomorphological evol ution, planetary climate 
change and the appropriate local chemistry should provide 
fascin ating studies for karst research for at least a century. 
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The Cradle of Humankind World Hcritage Site is one of the latest 
additions to South Africa 's list of environmentally, economically 
and sc ient ifically valuablc regions. The area is known as the C radle 
and has seen a dramatic increase in the usc of this tenn as a 
marketing tool to help develop the region as a tourism centre. 
However this very deve lopment and the growing Gauteng 
urbanization together w ith specific evcnts such as thc rise of acid ic 
mine water is placing thc a rea under serious threat. 

The focus of the C rad le is the caves of the regions and the 
scientific data thcy contain . The caves arc accessible in a large part 
to many parties such as caving groups, commercial cavers, forma l 
and informa l tourists in the caves, scicnt ists and use of the caves for 
cultural activities. A ll these events are controlled only by the self 
imposed standards of the individuals in questions. As a result there 
has been a decrease in the condition of some caves. The effect can 
be described in tcrms of the tragedy of the commons as out lined by 
G Hardin. Simpl y put this tragedy is the res ult of individuals seeking 
personal benefit, be it financial, scientific, cultura l or adventure as 
they utilise the caves as a co 111m on or publicly accessible resource. 
The negati ve impacts of such use are att ributed to other users if they 
are even acknowledged. As a result the deterioration is shared by all 
but the benefits ga ined only by the individual. 

The opinion of many parties actively looking at this issue has 

been summarized and expanded on with reference to many scient ific 
and academic articles. The problem is defined as how to develop the 
Cradle in a sustainab le manner, that is to prevent further damage to 
the caves and hence the Cradle's reputation , without simply banning 
access to the very resource that is the reason for the region 's 
development. 

A short description of what caves are and why they are important 
is developed into a description of the current economic activity that 
can be measured, as well as two potential health hazards to those 
entering caves which may impact on the tourist image. 
Histoplasmosis capsularum is a funga l lung infection found in many 
but, so far, not all C radle caves; whereas the presence of radon gas 
from natural sources has been measured it has not been investigated 
in depth. 

The importance of collaboration and the effect of a lack of 
collaboration is seen as being one of the Crad le's weaknesses. As the 
many interested parties pursue their own, often overlapping, interests 
the pressure on those interested from the increased activity and 
deve lopment of the area is creating tension. In an effort to explore 
how this tension might be used creative ly it is suggested that a 
measurement of the problem, as seen in the changi ng environment of 
the caves, be utilized. The implications of sustainab le development 
are explored and the difficulties of this are described, whilst the need 
to follow or include the best practices worldwide is seen as a way 
forward . 

A particularly useful comparison is made between the Western 
Cape Peninsular, the United Kingdom National Parks and the 
Canadian Oak Forest regions. The areas have simi lar problems to the 
Crad le and have approached those problems that might have useful 
suggestions for the C radle . 

A list of recommcndations for further consideration for both the 
Cradle and the caves specifically is given . The emphasis is on fewer 
key parameters to be identified leading to a measurement system. 
This system can then be used to support further research on specifi c 
issues. 

If aetion is not taken soon to co-ordinate and focus on the 
challenges to the Cradle then it will be too late to preserve the best 
examp les of the region and difficult to develop the Cradle 
sustainably into the world-c lass tourist, residential, archaeological , 
spelaeologica l and visual wonder that it is. 

ABSTRACTS FROM KARSTOLOGIA 49 

Laurent BRUXELLES, Regine SIMON-COIN<;:ON, Jean-Louis 
GUENDON et Paul AMBERT 
Formes et formations superficielles de la partie ouest du Causse de 
Sauveterre (Grands Causses , Aveyron et Lozere) . p. I- 14 

MORPHO LOGY AND SUPERFICIAL FORMATIONS OF TH E WESTERN 
PART OF THE CAUSSE DE SAUVETERRE (GRANDS CAUSSES, 
AVEYRON AN D LOlE RE, FRANCE). In 2002, the Narura l Regional 
Park of Grands Causses has coordinated a hydrogeological study of 
the western part of thc Causse de Sauveterre, the northernmost of the 
Grands Ca usses. A multidisciplinary approach (geology, 
geomorphology, geochemistry and hydrology) was used to delineate 
the catchmcnt area of the main springs and to est imate the 
vulnerability of kars[ic aq uifers. 

The Grands Causses are situated in the southern part of the 
French Massif Central. The landscape is charac terised by huge 
limestone plateaus cut by deep canyons. 

The morphologic study of the western part of the Causse de 
Sauveterre (Causse de Massegros and Caussc de Severac), combined 
with analys is of supcrficial formations, a llows us to identify the 
main steps of landscape evolution. The discovery of bauxite and of 
many outcrops of Upper C retaceous sandstone confirnl that the 
Coniacian ingression invaded some paleo-landscapes developed 
within a long period of continental evo lution which was initiated at 
the end of the Jurassic. During the Tertiary, many residual 
formations fornl covers of thc limestone plateaus. We can 
distinguish alterites developed from different formations of the 
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stratigraphic series (clay with cherts from Bajocian, dolomitic sand 
from Bathonian and Callovian , sandy clays from Cretaceous 
deposits) from some allochtonous deposits which can be found in 
some parts of the Causse de Massegros. These fomlat ions are found 
in association with morphological features (shelves, poljes, fluvio
karstic valleys, sinkholes) and are morc or less responsible of their 
development. Furthernlore, some volcanic rocks cut through or even 
reused some of them. With the deepening of canyons and the base 
level drop, horizontal morphologies are preserved only where 
superfi cial formations are abundant and thick enough to maintain 
crypto-corrosion. Elsewhere, karst unplugging removes most of the 
superficia l format ions, and the karstic evolution tends to show a 
vertical development of morphologies and caves. Some springs, 
which benefit from a favourable lithologic, structural and hydrologic 
context, are more competitive and expand their catchment area at the 
expense of the other springs. Many superficial features express this 
dynamism on the plateau and allow us to deternline the most 
sensible areas for water pollution and the most fragile ones for 
human activities . 

KEY WORDS: karstic morphology, superficial formations, alterites, 
Upper Cretaceous, volcanism, hydrogeology, Causse de Sauveterre, 
Grands Causses, France. 

Fouzia BENSAOULA 
Etude de la karstification a partir des donnees de forages: Ie cas des 
Monts de Tlemcen (Algerie). p. IS- 24 

STUDY OF KARSTlFICATION FROM BOREHOLE DATA. TH E ASE OF 
THE TLEMCEN MOUNTAINS . The Tlemcen mountains are thc sccond 
largest carbonate massif in the north-west of Algeria, after the one of 
the Saida mountains. It is a large horst structure trending NE-SW, 
composed mainly of Upper Jurassic and Lower Cretaceous 
formations. The aquifers within it constitute the main water rcsource 
of the area. They are tapped by more than 160 boreholes, which 
constitute a great tool for studying the karst, especially its phreatic 
part. Tn the holes made by conventional drills, the total loss of 
drilling mud indicate karstification . The registration of the altitude of 
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those losses pemlit to recognize the fissured and karstified levels. 
Three different aspects of karstifications were observed: an 
important fracturation , seen by complete loss of drilling mud during 
the drilling, important caves, observed by the free fall of drilling 
tools , and caves filled by karstic sediments, found thanks to 
diagraphies and the tudy of material brought up by the drilling. 

A statistical analysis of these data permitted to evidence the 
fol lowing e lements: 

The dolom itic facies is much more dominant than the 
limestone facies; 

The frequency of incidences slowly decreases with depth ; 

The fracturation is most important in the first 120 to 130 m 
below the top of the karstified format ions, although it does 
not disappear at depth. 

[n the breakdown zone of Tlemcen, s ituated in the northern 
piedmont part of the Tlemcen mountain, 26 boreholes permitted to 
draw an isopach map of the thickness of the karstic cover as well as 
the top of the karstified fonnation. This one shows two hollow zones 
below 100 m depth in the SW and NE parts. The top of the Jurassic 
carbonates shows a very irregular surface which might correspond to 
a karstic paleorelief that was drowned by the Miocene transgression. 
Finally, the last map shows a karstified surface that can possibly be 
connected to a pseudo-paleo-piezometric surface. 

KEY WORDS: Tlemcen mountains, boreholes, loss of drilling mud, 
karstification, cartography, breakdown zone ofTlemcen. 

Cecile HA VRON , Jean-Marc BAELE et Yves QUINI F 
Petrographie d'une a[terite residuelle de type « fan tome de roche» 
p.2S- 32 

PETROGRAPHY OF A RESIDUAL ALTERITE « GHOST-ROCK ». 
Classically, the karstogenesis begins with a phase of dissolution 
along fissures. Progressively, the fissure broadens and more water 
flows. Some fissures transform in more important void, sometimes 
galleries. The fundamental fact is that the removal of bed-rock is 
tota l, thc greatest part by solution (carbonates, calcium and 
magnesium, sodium and potassium .. . ), the rest one like solid phase 
(clay minerals , quartz ... ). We cal l this process "total removal" . But 
another karstification process exists: the « ghost-rock » fornlation . 

The first phase of the « ghost-rock » formation begins with an 
isovolumic alteration of the bed-rock. The insoluble parts remain 
while the soluble parts are evacuated with underground water. Thi s 
insoluble part is constituted by clays minerals , sil ica phase, sparite 
like fossils , or big crystals and forms a residual a lterite. That is the 
"ghost-rock formation". This is the case for the present example 
which is a residual alterite in a very pure wackestone. This object 
prescnts likc a volume of al terite confined in the intact bed-rock. We 
study this ghost-rock by a petrographic analysis. The macroscopic 
approach cmphasizes the great porosity of the ghost-rock which is 
very crumbly. The border between the ghost-rock and the bed-rock 
is very irregular, emphazising the petrophysic differences. 

The microscopic approach shows in the ghost-rock a general 
collapse of the structure where subsist only the best crystallized 
grains. The alteration increases to the detriment of the little crystals, 
saving the bioclasts, or to the detriment of the fissures. One detects 
also another phase wh ich is constituted by gypsum. The examination 
using the electron microscope shows that the bed-rock is fonned by 
well so ldered grains, crystals, primary pyrite. On the other hand, the 
ghost-rock is characterised by a great porosity, secondary pyrite, 
corrosion gulfs on crystals. This is the indication that the acid 
function comes from sulfuric acid by oxidation of the su lfide. This is 
the reason of the presence of gypsum. After the alteration, the 
organic matter present in the bed-rock (black limestone) can reduce 
the gypsum in secondary sulfide. The conclusion is that the 
fonnation of the ghost-rock can develop in a pure limestone, and non 
only in a limestone with silico-c1ay skeleton. This ghost-rock 
represents the first stage of the genesis: an isovolumic alteration, 
without macroscopic void, before a collapse of the weathering rock. 

KEY WORDS: karst, weathering, ghost-rocks, microscopic analys is. 



Cyril FLEURANT, Gregory TUCKER et Heather VILES 
Modele d 'evo lution de paysages, application aux ka rsts en cockpit 
de Jamarque. p.33-43 

Landscape evo lution model, example of cockp it ka rst terrains, 
Jamaica . 
A model of cockpit karst landscape evolution is presented. After 
exp la ining implementation of dissolution processes of limestone in 
the landscape evo lution mode l CHILD, we deve lop a model of 
limestone denudation based on ep ikarst theory processes. The model 
takes into accou nt an anisotropic dissolution in space and time 
according to what is observed in reality or described by scenarios of 
cockpit karst landscape evo lution. This model requires a fracture's 
network to take into account subsurface flow. Then, dissolution and 
th us fractures widening are computed and show a positive feed back 
between di ssolution and fl ow. The relation between subcutaneous 
dissolution of fractures and denudation of the topography is 
introduced by means of an empirical equation associated with 
epikarst processes : the denudation is taken to be proportional to the 
dissolution in the subcutaneous zone. Simu lated cockpi t karst 
terrains are compared with real landscapes by means of 
morphometric criteria. Resu lts of the model arc very close to reality 
which hence confirms the importance of anisotropic dissolution 
processes and above all could be a numerical validation of the 
epikarst processes to describe cockpi t karst genesis. 

K EY WORDS : erosion, dissolution, karst, fractu re, landscape, 
modelling. 

Nathalie VANARA, Alain PERRE, Marc PERNET, Serge 
LATAPIE, Stephane JAILLET et Olivier MARTINE 
Aroca (domaine marin cotier, Pays basque, France): un kars t 
conti nental ennoye par les transgressions maritimes quatema ires. 
p.43-55 

AROCA (LITTORAL, BASQUE COUNTRY, FRANCE): A CONTINENTAL 

KARST DROWNED BY QUATERNARY MAR ITIM E TRANSGRESSIONS. 

The rocky format ions in sha llow areas of the Atlantic coast are 
hardly known. Studi es are rare because of the difficulties of direct 
observation (diving in always agitated, troubled water, depth 
between - 20 and -40m). 

Our first step was to make a detailed topography of a submarine 
plateau named Aroca, 4km off Socoa harbour (bay of Saint-Jean-de
Luz). This plateau was already known for havi ng a large var iety of 
forms with in a small surface ( 150 x 100m). We gave names to most 
remarquable format ions and defined five main characteristic zones: 

in the exokarstic domain: 

• II a top surface with channels; 

• 21 a dismantled surface with pinnacles; 

in the endokarstic domain: 

• 31 caves, ga ll eries, arches; 
at the limits: 

• 41 three inclined plans, west, north and east; 

• 51 a cliff to the south. 
A typology of fonns shows a predominance of ablation reliefs: 

aplanation, over-deepened channels, eovercd rooms and ga ll eries , 
arches, residual pinnacles. Deposit accumu lati ons regroup chaotic 
breakdown blocks, pebble accumulations and sand covers. 

Statement of explanations requires recognition of the nature and 
age of the outcrops and succession of erosional agents during the 
Pleistocene. Rocks are dated from Ypresien (limestones) to 
Bartonian (marls). Continental erosion during sea regressions is 
responsible of caracteristic landforms and deposits; for examp le wall 
banks, a llochthonous pebbles. The currently active marine erosion 
during sea transgressions is due to storm s, tide, disso lu tion, 
biochemical action (l ithophages) and gravity. 

We propose a paleogeographic reconst itution. After an 
essentia ll y calcareous sedimentation in Eocene and an essentially 
marly sedimentation in Oligocene, the sea recedes during Miocene. 
From then , the platfonn, henceforward above the water, is subj ect to 
meteoric erosion. In Pliocene, evo lution of the massif is isovolumic 

(under a marly cover and wi th a low hydraulic gradient) . During the 
lower and middle Pleistocene, the eros ion of the marly cover goes 
on. During the upper Ple istocene, the wurm ian (- ISOOO BP) marine 
regression allows entrenchment of the hydrographi c system thanks 
to an increase of hydraul ic gradients (c lass ic functional karst) . From 
15000 years onwards, a general transgression of sea level happens 
by successive steps. During the Borea l, a break in transgression 
allows the formation of a paleo-shore at - 20 to - 30m, inducing a 
peneplanation phase in the tidal or infratidal zone . From 7500 BP 
onwards, a a rapid transgression from - 23 to - S, then a slower one 
from - S to the present level stops karstification on the massif. 

At present, on ly marine abrasion is active and tends to obliterate 
the previous ly built landforms. 

K EY WORDS: littora l zone, submari ne limestone plateau, marine 
regressionsltrangressions, paleogeographic reconstitut ion , Tertiary, 
Quatemary, Basque coast, Atlantic Pyrenees, France. 

OTHER RECENT 
KARST PUBLlCA TIONS 

[Note: the content of this sect ion is heavi ly space-dependent as well 
as dependent upon information avai lability at the time of 
publication. Hence it is not claimed that coverage is exhaustive. 
Where possible omissions will be rectified in later issues .] 
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ABSTRACTS 
Ian D Clark: The abode of malevolent spirits and creatures - Caves 
in Victorian Aboriginal social organization. pages 3- 10. 
A study of Aboriginal associations with Victorian caves finds that 
there is a rich cultural heritage associated with caves. This 
association has been found to be rich and varied in which caves and 
sink holes featured prominently in the lives of Aboriginal people -
they were often the abodes of malevolent creatures and spirits and 
some were associated with important ancestral heroes, traditional 
harming practices, and some were important in the after death 
movement of souls to their rest ing places. Aboriginal names for 
caves, where known , are di scussed . 
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Garry K Smith: Tectonic and Talus Caves at Pilchers Mountain, 
New South Wales. Pages 11- 20. 
There are fourteen known caves within the Pilchers Mountain 
Environmental Protection Reserve, in New South Wales, Australia. 
The reserve contains five main chasms which run generally East
West for approximately one kilometre, over a total width of half a 
kilometre. 

The chasms and caves were formed by massive sandstone block 
separation along sub-parallel joint planes. Movement of the blocks 
toward the valley floor was aided by the dip of the sandstone layers 
and presence of underlying shale bands which acted as slip planes 
when lubricated by groundwater. There are two distinct types of 
caves at Pilchers Mountain, "tectonic" caves formed by the 
movement of large blocks of bedrock, and "talus" caves amongst 
large breakdown rocks and boulders. The chasms provide a micro
climate which supports a pocket of dense, high canopy, subtropical 
rainforest, and the caves are home to populations of bats and other 
fauna. 

The European hi story of Pilchers Mountain is detailed in 
chronological order from the early 1800s to the present day. A Plan 
of Management is in the process of being formulated by 
stakeholders and interested parties to ensure the continued 
preservation of the reserve. 

Ken G Grimes: Microkarren III Australia - a request for 
information. Pages 21 - 23 
Microkarren are the smallest class of visible karren. They are finely
sculptured solutional forms , typically recogn isable within a one 
centimetre grid. They come in a variety of patterns, of which fields 
of moderately to strongly sinuous microrills about I mm wide and 
several decimetres long are the most conspicuous type. A 
descriptive terminology is suggested. Their genesis is uncertain, but 
appears to involve so lution by thin film s of water (dew, sea-spray or 
li ght rain) with surface-tension effects. In Australia their best 
development seems to be in the tropical monsoon (seasonally dry) 
and arid areas . However, these cryptic forms are poorly recorded 
and it is too early to make definite statements about their 
distribution . This note is a request for people to watch for them and 
report any sightings. 



RESEARCH FUNDS AND GRANTS 
CAVE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH INITIATIVE (CSTRI) 
The British Cave Researeh Associat ion has allocated £25,000 to this initiative for the period 2006 to 2010, to promote research in four cave scicnce 
themes, namely speleogenesis, archaeology and palaeontol ogy, biology, and technology. There will be an emphasis on the publication of ideas and 
the findings of the research. The object ives of the initiative arc: 

a) to encourage research activi ty by cavers and cave sc ienti sts who may have no (or limited) support from research establ ishments, 

b) to stimulate new research which could contribute s ign ificantly to any aspect of caving - this will include 'tcchnology' as well as the 
traditional 'earth sciences', 

c) to support research that is unusual, is particularly innovat ive, or is likely to be of grea t interest or benefit to cavers, 

d) to ass ist in the purchase of necessary consumabl e items or scientifi c equipment , 

e) to provide a contributi on to funds fo r travel in associati on with fie ldwork , or to visit laboratories that can provide essentia l facilities , 

f) To provide financial support for the preparation of scientific reports and presentations. 

Proposals will be considered by an Awards Panel that wi ll be in volved in regular monitoring of sponsored proj ects . Elections to the Panel will be 
every four years on a staggered basis. Closing dates fo r applications are Apr il I st, August I st, December I SI but where the requested funding is less 
than £200, there is a 'fast-track ' applicat ion procedure, for which only basic in fornlation and a short outline of the project are needed. Fast-track 
dec isions can usuall y be made within a few weeks of the receipt of an application. Further details of the fund , including rules , guidelin es and an 
application form can be found on the web site at bcra.org.uk I grant_aid or fro m the fund administrator, David Check ley (D.Checkley@ bcra. 
org.uk), 36 Copperfield Road, Cheadle Hulme, SK8 7PN, Un ited Kingdom. 

GHAR PARAU FOUNDATION (GPF) 
Expedition Awards 

A total of at least £ 1,200 is availab le annuall y, to one or more overseas caving expeditions originating from wi th in the United Kingdom . Grants are 
normally given to those expedi tions with an emphas is on a sc ientific approach and/or purc exploration in rcmote or little known areas. C losing 
dates for applications are 3 1 August and 3 1 January. Further information about the awards can be found on the web site at bcra.org.uk I grant_aid 
or from the GPF secretary, David Judson (D.Judson@ bcra.org.uk). Hurst Bam, Castlemorton, Malvern, WR 13 6LS, United Kingdom. 

The E K Tratman Award 
An annual award is made for the most stimulating contribution towards speleological li terature published within the Uni ted Kingdom during the 
past 12 months. Suggestions are always welcome, to members of the G PF Awards Committee or its Secretary, David Judson (see above for contact 
details), not later than 31 January each year. 

UK CAVE CONSERVATION EMERGENCY FUND (UKCCEF) 
The UKCCEF is a charitable fund admini stered by the British Cave Research Association. The objectives of the Fund are to support proj ects that 
furthe r the conservation of caves and cave features. Reference to a cave or cave feature is intended to include hi storic mines, caves and other places 
of speleologica l interest within the United Kingdom. Further dctails of the fund are avai lable at bcra.org.uk I funding 

PUBLICATIONS 

BCRA Publications are obtainable from Erni e Shield (publications@bcra.org.uk), Village Farm, Great Thi rkleby, Thirsk, Y07 2AT, United 
Kingdom. Info rmation about BCRA publications is on the web si te at bcra.org.uk I pub 

CA VE AND KARST SCIENCE 
Published three times annually, thi s is a sc ien ti fic journal comprisi ng research papers, reports, reviews and discussion forum , on all aspects of 
speleological and karstological investiga tion, including geo logy and geomorphology, archaeo logy, b iospel eology, exploration and expeditions. 
Ed itors: Dr D J Lowe (D.Lowc@bcra.org.uk), c/o British Geological Survey, Keyworth, Nottingham, NG 12 5GG, United Kingdom, and 
Professor J Gunn (J.Gunn@bcra.org.uk), Limcstone Research Group, University of Huddersfield, Queensgate, Huddersfiel d, HDI 3DH, United 
Kingdom . 

SPELEOLOGY 
Published three times annually and rep lacing BCRA's bulletin 'Caves & Caving', this magazine promotes the scientific study of caves, caving 
technology, and eave explora tion. The magazi ne a lso acts as a forum for BCRA 's specia l interes t groups and includes book reviews and reports of 
caving events. Speleo{ogy is issued free to members of the Briti sh Caving Assoc iation. 
Editor: Erin Lynch (speleology@bcra.org.uk), [China] +86 773 88 1365 1 
UK editorial office : David G ibson (D.Gibson@bcra.org.uk), 12 Well House Drive, Leeds, LS8 4BX, United Kingdom. 

CAVE STUDIES SERIES 
A series of booklets on va rious speleo logical or karst subj ects. An up-to-date li st of titles in print can be found on our web si te. The editor is always 
willing to cons ider new topics for inclusion in thc series. 
Series Editor: David Judson (D.Judson@bcra.org.lIk), Hurst Barn , Castlemorton , Malvern , WR 13 6LS , Un ited Kingdom. 

BCRA SPECIAL lNTEREST GROUPS 
These are organi zed groups within the BCRA that issue their own publications and ho ld sympos iums, field meeti ngs, etc . Further information can 
be found at bcra.org.lIk I sig 
Cave Radio and Electronics Group promotes the theoretical and practical study of cave radio and the uses o f electron ics in cave-related projects. 
The Group publishes a quarterly tec hn ical journal and organi zes sem inars and fi eld meetings. 
Explosives Users' Group provides information to cavers using explosives for cave exploration and rescue, and li aises with relevant authorities. The 
Group operates an Internet discussion group and organizes scmi nars and field meetings. 
Cave Surveying Group is a forum for discussion of matters relating to cave surveying, including methods of data recording, data processi ng, survey 
standards, instruments, archiving policy, etc. The Group publi shes a news letter, Compass Poi nts, and organizes seminars and field meetings. 



Grogarjev dol (above) 
and digital elevation model (right) 
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Meletova dolina (above) 
and digital elevation model (right) 
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Collapse dolines in Slovenia; see pp 105-110 
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Paukarjeva dolina (above) 
and digital elevation model (left) 
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